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1
RETURN TO THE GRAY FOREST
By Margaret L. Carter
Lady Ferlinda grew up in an untidy heap of a
castle. From the tall windCM's encircling her tower
room she could see the towers and walls piled
like a giant infant's building blocks, surrounded
by a garden. All this, however, was of little
interest.
She preferred gazing at what lay beyond:
the fields, woodlands, and villages of the Ward
whose Lady Guardian she would soon become.
Too often Master Elphide, the court mage (and
her guardian and tutor), had to snatch her away
from her daydreaming there.
"Straining your eyes and woolgathering is not
the way to learn your future respmsibilities, "
he would grumble.
She could not explain why that
blue-green vista, with the misty blur of the
forbidden Gray Forest at the horazon was so
alluring.
When rain limited her view, Ferlinda spent
much of her liberty (which, in truth, was not
small, since Elphido did not care to neglect
his own studies) gazing at a picture hung in the
empty room just below hers. The painting showed
only trees. Pale light rippled through their leaves
to cast leafy shadows on the mossy ground. Drops
sparkled en each leaf, as if a summer shower had
just ended. Ferlinda sometimes felt that if she
could just tilt her head the right way, she could
see aramd the tree trunks and into the cascade of
an invisible fountain.
That the droplets signified
a fountain she knew only by the title under the
painting, "The hidden fount, the healing fruit," which
sounded like a line fran some forgotten verse.
A strange title, when both fount and fruit were so
well "hidden"they could barely be seen. About this
she never asked Elphido; she felt this was the kind of
picture the mage would not approve a.
Only on her coming-of-age day did they at last
speak a the painting.
In the castle's great hall she sat m the hlgh dais
and received fran Master Elphido the coronet
signifying her Guardianship.
As he bent close to
place it on her head, he whispered, "Yru've turned
out better than I expected, Milady, Your father
would have been proud. " Ferlinda felt only the
smallest pang of sadness for her long-dead parents,
whom she hardly remembered.
At that instant, her
strongest reaction was surprise at hearing_ the mage
call her "Milady" instead of "child. "
·
After the knights and village elders a the sparselypopulated Waz:d had sworn their homage, Ferlinda
presided at her first banquet as Lady Guardian.
At her right sat the highest-born of her guests, Prince
-Toriel~
She looked with pleasure on his handsome,
ruddy face beneath a shock of tawny hatr-, She

blushed when his fingers touched hers. She was
not displeased by Master Elphido's hints that a
wedding should take place as soon as possible.
Ferlinda was puzzled, hcwever , when late that
night, after the noble guests had been bedded down,
Elphido insisted that she report to his chambers for
a private talk. Settling into a well-stuffed chair,
she grumbled as the mage lit the oil-nut lamps on
·the wall, "What is this--some arcane affair of
state? What couldn't wait until tomorrCM'?"
Elphido undraped the ceremonial robe from his
plump form and smoothed the neck-length fringe
that was all that remained of his sandy hair. His
eyes actually twinkled for a second, belying the
weariness in his face. "I have a duty to fulfill,
Your father trusted me to tell you what he himself
was told on his eighteenth birthday."
"It is some family secret, then. " She tried to
speak lightly, though she could see that the man
sitting opposite was all seriousness now.
"Your mother would have told you if she'd
lived," he sighed. Ferlinda's mother had survived
her birth for only a few days. "What do you recall
about your father? "
"Why--he died before I was five. I do remember
visiting him in his roan sometimes. " Before this
moment she hadn't thrught of those visits in years.
"A sad old man, always sick in bed."
"He was not yet twenty-five years old. " Elphido
rubbed his eyes and took a deep breath as if delaying
the words he had to speak. "Everyone born of yrur
line falls victim to a wasting sickness in his er her
twenty.fifth year and dies within months. "
Ferlinda leaped up, then slumped back in her chair,
too shocked to voice the cry of protest that rose to
her lips.
"There is a tale that claims to explain this fate. "
The mage's voice took on a cadence that she knew
well from her lessons.
"Know, Milady, that in the
immemorial past the noble founder of your line
dwelt with his consort in the midst of a green
wood whose heart was an enchanted fountain where
grew trees laden with golden fruit. The wood yielded
its abundance for them and they were well content.
Their daughter and two sons were made ready to
rule the trees and beasts in their parents' place."
"The hidden fount--my picture!"
Elphido frowned at this interruptim in the rhythm
of his recitation.
"Yes, the painting in the empty
room in your tower does purport to represent that
fountain."
He resumed the legend. "Alas, it came to the
minds of the young lords and lady that the green
wood was but a poor realm.
They took counsel
with their parents to range abroad and conquer
other lands. When the Lord and Lady would have no
part of this design, the three rode forth on their own.
"They did indeed establish a goodly Ward and this
castle in which you dwell. But 'tis said that the moment the last stone. was set upcn the topmost tower,
a blight fell upon the enchanted wood. It became the
Gray Forest, where nothing grows but thorns, where
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no creatures dwell but venomous creeping things.
Ferlinda gasped at the mention of the very
forest she saw from her window, but she refrained
from interrupting again.
"The eldest c:i the three sought to enter the wood
and learn how his parents fared. Alas, the path to
the fountain was lost and he had much ado even to
find his way out again. Still more dire, he and his
brothel; and sister were stricken with a wasting
disease. Within a few moons' change they were as
twisted and gray as folk of fourscore.
Ever since,
Milady, all of your line have died before the
end of their twenty-fifth year. But 'tis said that if
ever the hidden fountain is found, the health of your
family will be restored. "
"Then why hasn't anycne found it?"
"Child-Milady--it's
but a Iegend." He shook his
head as if in despair at her credulity. "Only two
things are certain: This sickness is real; I saw it
take your father and grandmother and great-uncle.
And none who've entered the Gray Forest have ever
come out."
She tossed her head impatiently.
"When was the
last time anyone tried?"
He stocd up and put a hand on Ferlinda 's shoulder.
"This nonsense is distracting you fran facing the
real need of the manent. " She felt his fingers
tighten and heard the sorrow in his voice.
"It is necessary that you marry Prince Toriel
at once."
"Before it's too late, you mean? Produce an
heir before l die?"
He disregarded the harshness of her tone.
Toriel won't know the truth
"Of course.
until--until it ccrnes."
"No I" she rasped thrrugh tears of rage. "Lie to
him and break his heart? Bear children and orphan
them? No, I won't marry him. "
"Would you orphan your people?"
"The sooner I am dead and forgotten, the better."
She took bitter satisfaction in shocking him with
"Besides, what do you think
that last sentence.
will happen to me if I search fer the fountain?
Do you think the forest is haunted by nightwraiths?
Or infested with rock dragons?"
Elphido winced at her sarcasm.
"You know very well those are mer e fables.
But the place world not be shunned withort cause.
Come, my dear, you'll think better c:i this tomorrow.
"Tomorrow at dawn I ride for the Gray Forest. "
She tightened her shoulders and lifted her head in
half-conscious imitation of some epic heroine, well
aware at heart that her deepest motive was net a
self-sacrificing
regard for Toriel's happiness and
her family's honor. Rather, if there were any chance
that the picture armnd which she had wcwen her dreams
for most c:i her life might be real, it was a chance she
could not lose.
The mage stood up and said, "At least allow me to
consult my art. Perhaps I can find some crnen for
this mad adventure--cr some message forbidding it. "
Together they went from the sitting-room into Elphido's

laboratory, a high ceilinged chamber lit by violet
flames coiled like snakes in transparent jars.
"Please sit, Milady, " said the mage pulling out a
three legged stool. He cleared a space on the nearest
table and produced a gleaming silver bowl.
"Give me your hand," said the mage. She obeyed,
and so quickly that she had no time to cringe away,
he nicked her finger with a tiny knife. He squeezed
a few drops c:i blood into the bowl and used a feather
to spread them over the viscous lump. The liquid
changed, becoming clear and deep like a dark pond.
Elphido muttered a few unintelligible syllables,
all z's and x's, which she knew for words in the
language c:i sorcery taught only to adepts.
A picture began to appear. Ferlinda saw laceworkno, a net of gray, bare branches.
Elphido pronrunced
another canmand and the magic reflection grew.
It showed tree trunks. Everything was gray, including
the moss on the trees and the thorns between them.
All looked dry enough to crumble at a footstep.
"You see?" he whispered, 'Nothing but death."
She leaned closer, impatient fer more. The mage
gestured ewer the bowl and the reflection grew to
show a foctpath. Slugs and many-legged creepers
slunk between the thorns. A snake wiggled across
the path, hissing soundlessly. Suddenly the ground
began to shake: The shaker appeared, its hooves
raising a gray cloud. But this creature was not gray.
Everchanging cd.ors flowed over his flanks. Gold
sparked from his mane and tail which were as long
and luxuriant as a woman's hair.
His brow seemed
translucent for a blue light glowed there.
Ferlinda knew this being only from tapestries and
ballads.
"The Star-singer I"
!'Impossible I" hissed the mage.
The radient creature looked at them and spoke- sang, "What seek you, Ferlinda?"
"Impossible, " Elphido repeated, drawing back,
"There isn 1t supposed to be sound. "
"The fruntain. " She could hardly force herself
to speak. "I must find it. "
"You must seek your desire alone and on foot.
You must not kill any creature you meet. Remember,
the path to the hidden fount can be seen only by the
blind. II
"But ho.v--" She stopped. The vision was gone.

*

Just before sunrise, Ferlinda was at the stable
where Elphido waited with a pair of riding beasts.
One was the same horse, no.v d.d, whose lcng neck
she had so often clasped in girlhocd. Only a single
stable boy was there to witness the departure.
She need not try explaining her quest to the curirus.
The .sky was paling from deep rose to lavender
as the two of them set out. Avoiding conversaticn,
Ferlinda chewed nuts and dried fruit fran her pouch.
She carried little else: water, a ball of red twine,
and the dagger she could not bring herself to leave
behind. Because of the Star-singer's prohibition
against killing, she went without a sword, unarmored
except for a leather tunic.
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After nearly twohours' ride, Elphidoand Ferlinda
reached the edge of the Gray Forest. The trees grew
so densely that they could not see into the wocxi at all.
Ferlinda felt she was staring into a dirty fog bank.
Elphido broke into her bemused gazing.
"Milady, there's still time--"
"To return?"
Stirred from her brief trance, she dismounted.
11
"No, " she said, "not until I find what I came for.
She handed her reins to Elphido, patted her beast's
mottled hide and as an a.fterthought gave the mage
her seal-ring.
"Go, I dcn't want to lose any more
daylight, II
With a resigned sigh he leaned over to kiss her,
then turned the animals back to.vard the castle.
Ferlinda did not linger to watch him. Turning
sideways, she squeezed through the outermost
row of trees.
Looking over her shoulder she caught a glint of
sunlight from outside the forest. Otherwise, all
'dtr-ecttona looked alike. Here the trees were not
.so closely packed; she cwld walk between them,
barely. Tying her twine to the nearest branch, she
set out. Twenty paces further on, every faint ray
Without her string she could
of light had vanished.
not have told where she had started.
She kept
walking, unrolling the twine to avoid retracing her
steps and praying that it would prove long enough
to mark the way to the wood's center.
The small gray shapes that crawled, slithered,
or scuttled from underfoot every few paces did not
seem threatening.
In any case, her bocts would
protect her from stings er bites. Thorns snagged .
her trousers and scratched the skin beneath but
seemed to bear no poison. A stale, dusty smell
filled her nostrils, intensifying whenever she
crushed a clump of the gray fungi dotting the ground.
She sipped water now and then to wash away the
musty taste cf the air, though she felt little real thirst.
Still, despair overtook her when the string ran
out. Standing at the juncture of five trails, she faced
the choice of returning upon her own track, defeated,
or striking out 01 an unmarked path with no hope of
returning at all. She thought of climbing a tree to
find the edge of the forest by sight, but when she
clutched a nearby branch, it crumbled into a cloud
of ashes.
Suddenly the Star-singer's words came back to
her: "The path can be seen only by the blind. "
Master Elphido was right; the oracle made no
sense.
But she could test it, at least, by making
herself as good as blind. Tearing a sleeve from
her underblouse, she tied the strip of cloth over
her eyes. She turned in a slow circle, then stood
motionless, a little dizzy, waiting.
Nothing came. Arms outstretched,
she started
forward. Blindfolded, she felt even less awareness
of passing time. She stumbled in random directions,
usually off rather than on the trails. Thorns grabbed
and tore at her legs. Scraping against the trees,
she released clwds of choking dust. At last she
found herself shoving through a hedge so thick

that even her face was slashed by the brambles.
Once through the barrier,
she fell full length and
buried her face in her arms.
"There is no path! The Star-singer must have
meant something else or the vision was nothing but
an evil spell of this place!"
She sat up and ripped off the blindfold. To her
surprise, she was surrounded by a wall of therns
like a room with no door. She saw no gap in the hedge
where a human body could have broken in. More
important, with only a dagger, she could not hope
to break out.
"That's it, then. I shall die here. 11 She drew her
knife and stared at it. The steel was useless here.
At that mcment she heard a rustling behind her.
She leaped up and whirled to face the sound.
Inside the hedge, there crouched a skinny, scaly
creature.
It had six clawed legs, a whiplike tail,
and fanged jaws. Legends called such a thing a
rock dragon.
A growl rumbled in its belly and slime
dripped from its fangs. As each drop hit the grwnd,
it sizzled as if boiling. Where had the reptile ccme
from? Even this crawling thing could not worm its
way through that wall of thorns.
Shifting her knife in
her hand, Ferlinda waited. Ferbidden to kill here, she
could only hope to scare it cff.
Its body twisted in surprisingly stnucas coils. She
stabbed at it and missed, barely saving her hand from
its poisonous jaws. She tried to dodge around it and
found herself blocked. The monster reared onto its
four back legs, swiping at her with its front claws.
She feinted with her knife, trying to frighten without
would
hurting. Clumsy work. Her arms-mistress
be ashamed.
One claw slashed her remaining sleeve.
She lunged at the creature's exposed belly.
Startled at ho.v easily the dagger sank in, she
jumped back. Dark blood oceed from the wound. It
was muddy brown, mere like the remains cf a smashed
insect than animal blood. The mcnster fell on the
gray moss, twitching. If it died I Ferlinda leaned
over to jerk her knife frcm the wound.
More of the noisome fluid spurted out. The creature raised its head and spat in her face.
Screaming, she fell, rubbing her burning eyes.
She expected an attack, but in her agony it did net
matter.
Hot tears washed the poison from her eyes.
After a minute the pain lessened to a bearable itching.
She began to wonder why the reptile had not rushed
her. Too weak? She heard its rattling breath
fainter with each second.
Abruptly she realized that she could hear it but
not see it. All was dark. Now she was truly blind.
Forever? Did the question have a meaning? Was there
any time in this place? And if she could not sense
time's passing befere, ·what would it be like now, in
this boundless dark?
Suddenly she did see something--me thing.
Leading away fr(n;; her· was a line of hoof prints
shining with a pale blue glow.
Feeling her way. with extended fingers she followed
the shining track.
Strangely, she felt no wall of therns.
Nor did trees block the way. She seemed to be walking
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a clear path.
She followed the trail, sensing no
progress, yet never growing tired.
Ahead, she neard a ncise, distinct from her own
rustling footsteps.
It could only be the dragging
ABRUM'S TALE
gait of the wrunded m<nster.
When she stopped to
By Susan Warner
listen, the srund stopped, too. When she tried to
outrun it, the marks vanished and she stumbled.
It was dusk again, and the alien sun had been
She had to follow the disembodied guide at its own
particularly scorching.
Abrum had gone for a
slow pace.
swim to cool off. Now he was thinking lazily of
At last she heard a new sound: the bubbling music
dinner. He began his slow movements along the
of water. A shcrt time later, the dusty smell was
lakeshcre, alert for the small, flittering lifefcrms
washed away by the fragrance of water and flo.vers.
For the first time she felt real hope. Ferlinda dr ojped that had come to be the staple c:i his diet.
He had learned that it was only at night that
onto hands and knees to follow the hoof prints at a
he could move quietly around the shore of the lake,
crawl.
Before she realized what was happening,
hunting. The primitive life was abundant and was
her hands were bathed up to the wrists in icy water.
refreshingly tasty after the months of bland food
She splashed her face, then cupped hands to drink.
that the life-support fluid chamber had provided.
The water danced in her veins like wine, but brightened
Abrum was even beginning to think that the visit
rather than muddied her thoughts.
to this planet wruld not turn out all that badly.
She looked down at her reflection, astonished at
Unfcrtunately, the visit had begun with a crash
the light in her green eyes.
landing. It was supposed to have been a typical
She could see again !
landing on a typical primitive planet circling an
She heard a coughing growl at her elbow. Lifti.ng
average class 7, 3 star. He had placed the ship's
her eyes from the spring, she found the reptile
entry controls on automatic, fer the guidance system
stretched beside her. Slime dripped from its mouth
The
was run almost totally without his assistance.
and the dagger wound. Though it made no move to
ship began to slip thrrugh the atmosphere, then
attack, she feared what might happen if she dared
jolted hard. The drive centroid must have come
touch it again.
But the Star-singer's canmand had
out of alignment during the rise from subspace,
been clear and the rest of the cracle had proved
nothing else could explain the crash, for it shouldn't
true. Ferlinda glanced around the clearing.
The
Nevertheless, he had managed to
have happened.
rim of the fountain had once been paved with a
rescue his auto-beacon and himself.
Just beyond the spring
mosaic of colored pebbles.
The automatic signal would bring a rescue
stood a few stone blocks that must have formed part
party soon. But meanwhile at the edge of the lake,
of a wall. Above the water hung the branches of a
he lived in canfort.
flowered tree bearing one golden fruit. The resemAbrum floated lightly for a moment, slowly
blance to her painting confirmed that this place must
breathing the warm, humid air. It was dark on this
be her ancestors' lost home.
side of the planet, but there was light being cast
She filled her waterbag from the spring and bathed
the creature's mouth and belly. It ceased gro.vling and by the solitary mom just visible as it rose, fully
reflective, over the ,lo.v hills of the planet. The
lay still. Then its breathing stopped.
light showed him to be fleeting in a large lake.
Had she killed it after all?
Suppressing a sigh, Abrum turned on his back
The body collapsed upon itself. In its place appeared
and began stroking slo.vly and evenly al<ng the shore.
the shining being of the vision: Star-singer!
Afterward, he blamed himself for being too relaxed,
He sang in a voice at first inseparable from the
too ready to accept the alien planet as a non-hostile
rippling water and pulsing blue flame on his brow.
and comfortable wcrld. He never saw the trap, but
"You have done well, 11 he said, "Take the fruit. 11
moved right into it, thinking of dinner.
Ferlinda reached across to the laden bough and
plucked the golden globe. At the touch of it, her
*
"Gotcha! 11 the boy screamed, pulling the twine
numbed baiy woke to hunger and thirst.
that triggered his primitive trap. The net rose
The Star-singer added, "Eat. Your sickness will
into the air with a sharp snap as the young sapling,
be forever vanquished.
Plant the seeds in your gar· freed from its forced arch, sprung back into shape.
den. Return with your consort and restore life to
The boy ran forward to where the net hung jerking
this place. 11
with residual bounce, holding its captive entwined.
Befcre she coild gather herself to speak, he was
"Gawd Almighty! 11 swore the boy, looking at his
gone. She looked around, almost expecting the
catch. 111 caught me the grand-daddy of all frogs! 11
forest to change from gray to green before·her.
He pulled out his knife and quickly cut the strings
That did not happen, but she corld see clear sky
holding the net in the air and whipped the remaining
above the enchanted tree.
ends of string around the corners of the net making
Ahead opened a breed path toward home and Prince
an effective sack. Then, cradling the net and its
Tor-Iel, who she married in her own good time.
contents carefully,· the boy turned and ran up the
hill from the lake.

•

*
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Abrum felt extreme fear. The monster that
had trapped him was horrendous and was holding
him uncomfortably tight against its stomach, a
stomach he feared would all too soon contain
himself. He struggled in the bindings of the net.
There was a loud gurgling sound, and with a
· sinking feeling, Abrum felt vibrations coming
from the creature's stomach. He wruld have been
less than reassured if he could have understood his
captor's words.

*

"Gawd, I'm hungry! And them legs <ll you,
ol ' froggie, would surely be tasty tonight if Ma
would cook 'em up." The boy patted his captive.
"But I got plans for yoi, ol' fr<:ggie, and they sure
ain't the fryin' pan. No, sir ! " And he grinned,
expcstng a wide gap where one" front tooth used to
be. A slight stub cl the tooth's replacement could
just be seen.
The boy reached his house, and circled around
to the back. He gently set the net sack into the
large wooden box that he had converted into a cage.
He released the string ties, and pulled the netting
away from his captive, then set a lid securely on
the box, weighting it down with a large piece of
"Don't want yru to get rut, ol' froggie.
firewoa!.
No, sir. You and me goin' to be real champs.
You jest wait!" He gave the makeshift lid a light
pat, then turned and ran inside.

*

Abrum had tumbled out of the net, rolling
end-over-end,
until he came up against a hard, cool
surface.
He opened his eyes just in time to see his
jailer place a heavy roof on his pr+soi. And if that
wasn't enoigh, Abrum thought sourly, the monster
placed a portion of a tree on top of the roof.
He stood up, checking his arms and legs for
damage, and was relieved to see he was still in one
piece. The cool surface that he had collided with
proved to be a small artificial poet of water. He
dunked a hand in and, cupping the water, brought it
to his face. He sniffed it cautiously. It was fresh.
Greedily, Abrum splashed it over his body, easing
the dryness that threatened to crack his skin. Then
he drank long and deep and tried not to think,
Abrum's days settled into a pattern. He lived
in constant terror and was tortured regularly by
his captor. The torture took on a queer form. Abrum
both welccmed it, for he had a chance to escape, and
dreaded it for the humi li aticn and pain he had to endure.
Abrum could not understand why his captor would
torture him en the one hand, yet on the other, take
care to make his cell comfortable. The pool was
cleaned daily, and its contents replaced with fresh,
cool water -and ample, if monotonrus food, was
provided for him. Every morning, his captor
would remove him from his cell, wrapping gigantic
fingers around his rib-cage and holding him so
tightly that breathing was difficult. Then the giant
would place him in the open 'and urge him to escape.
Each time Abrum tried a different tactic, and each
time he was caught violently and painfully, and set
to try again. Abrum knew it was some cruel,

sadistic game that amused the monstrous giant that
held him, for the creature would make loud noises
each time he raced to escape. Then the giant wruld
make equally loud noises as- it pounced horribly on
_top of him, This would go en for some time, then
at last it would be over for another day. Abrum
would be dropped roughly back into his cell. He
began to sink into self-pitying despair. He'd never
be able to escape; and sooner er later the monster
was going to kill him, he knew. Already the giant
had nearly crushed his arm once.
Then one day, Abrum was removed from his
cell to the accompaniment of a great many voices,
and with a deep dread, he knew that he was gcing
to be sacrificed.
He remembered grimly that he
had always envied other space travelers who had
spun tall tales (which here-to-fore he had not
really beliedved) about alien worlds, and the
sometimes awful rites of the primitives on those
worlds. Now he knew that some cl the tales were
true.
Ab.rum's terror rose as he was placed in a
small, stifling trap, all white inside, and filled
with moist, aromatic leaves.
The significance cl
the whiteness and the pungent incense of the leaves
did not escape him. All the strange tales he had
heard about sacrifices on alien wcrlds had been
full of details on hON the sacrifices were attended
with eerie rites.
He curled up in one corner of the
small, white room, and began to pray.

*

The boy carried his shoe box carefully on his
lap as they drove into town. Inside, his frog had
been carefully set on a bed of damp eucalyptus
leaves. The boy had heard that eucalyptus leaves
made frogs itchy and inclined to jump better,
so he thought he'd try it.
"Now, I got twenny dollars ridin' on that
critter, boy. He better do fine today, er he'll
be fried by night, I swear!" ·
"You jest wait I He'll win! He's the biggest
frog I ever seen, and you know he can jump. You
seen him jump befcre.
Don't talk about cookin' him.
It might put him off .•• " the boy said sharply, stroking the lid of his shoe box.
"Frogs ain't smart enough to know what's said
around 'em boy. You jest make sure I don't lose
my twenny dcilars. "
"You won't, Pa," the boy said confidently.

*

Abrum had made his way through three of the
prayers of the dying when he knew he was being
carried again, for the giant had a jolting walk,
and each step jostled him on his strange bed cl
incense.
He could hear a lord roar around him,
through the walls of his small white cell, and
he knew it was a crowd of giants. all talking.
·Excited, he thought bitterly, about my death.
He began the fourth prayer of the dying.
He had reached the seventh prayer, when
suddenly the rocl was removed frcm his cell, and
before he could think to leap away, the giant had
grasped him arrund his rib cage, and was holding
5
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him tightly.
There was a sudden hush, and all
the giants around him grew silent. This was it,
he knew. He could already feel his heart being
wrenched from his chest, fer that was how he
had read sacrifices were accomplished on alien
worlds. He closed his eyes, and began the seventh
prayer, althrugh br eathtng was becoming increasingly difficult due to the giant's harsh grip.

*

"Sit him down, now. Sit him down, and get him
ready! Don't keep aholding him like that, you '11
break his bones, boy, and then he wm 't hop an inch!
That's it .•• "

*

Abrum felt cool grass under him, and the giant's
hands relaxed around him. He drew in a deep lungful cl air, and opened his eyes. He was on the ground,
and behind him and ranged in rows on either side of
him, f<r as far as he could see, were giants. And
they were all staring at him. Abrum tightened his
jaw. Let them stare!
He suddenly became aware
that he wasn't alone. Next to him, in fact, on both
sides of him, were other-s being held captive by
giants. These ethers looked sanewhat similar to
himself, he noted curiously, but he could see by
their black, unreadable eyes that they had too long
been held captive by the giants. No sign of canmunication reached out to him from their vacant eyes.
He felt suddenly sad, to die with all of these fellow
creatures, who were too far broken by their captors
to receive the eigth and final prayer of absolution.
None-the-less,
he began it, for himself, and all
those with him.
There was an incredible explosion of noise as
all cl the giants suddenly began to scream, Abrum
felt, with their bloa:ilust. Despite himself, Abrum's
fear drove him, and he lept in terror as far from
his captors as he could. He wouldn't give up easily
to these devils I He struggled again, trying to leap
to freedom, but huge hands wrapped arrund him,
and he felt himself start to be crushed alive.

*

"Did yru see that? Did you! I don't believe
I saw it myself I That's wild I He broke the reccrd !
Your Gawd-damned frog brdce the Gawd-damned
rec<rd, boy! Look at that! That's two feet, or more
past the record!
By Gawd, it's nearly three feet
past the record! Where's my money? You seen
that piker McDonald?
He's got my winnin 's, damn
him • • • you get that there frog, boy ..• and take
him up to the stand ••• Go en, now. I got to get
my winnin 'a • • • YCl1 get up there I 11

*

Abrum felt himself passed from hand-to-hand,
until his bruised ribs ached fiercely. He almost
welcomed the familiar feel of his original captor's
fingers when they closed at last around him. He
was carried into the bright light, and placed on a
smooth, hot alter. While he waited for the final
blow to fall, Abrum became aware that somecne
had hung a necklace of fragrant flowers around
his neck. Classy, he thrught drily, and waited for
his blood to be spilled at last, his terror gone,

replaced by calm acceptance.
After awhile, Abrum began to think he was
hallucinating. He wasn't killed, and although he was
handled brutally until every square centimeter of
his body was sore, not one giant tried to wrench
out his heart. It seemed forever, but eventually
Abrum was dropped into his white cell cnce again,
and transported back to his familiar prison, where
he immediately immersed himself in the small
pool of water, and fought to regain his sanity.
What next transpired made Abrum later think
that the whole episode had been one strange hallucinogenic experience. He was still sitting in his small
pool, dazed and aching, when his captor reached
into his cell, pulled him from the water, and lifted
him out into the bright moonlight.

*

"Pa wants to have you stuffed, fr~gie, but that
don't seem right to me. You jumped the best of
any frog I ever seen, and I don't think you oughta die
for that. No sir. You're the best frog in all of
Calaveras Crunty, and I think you oughta live and
maybe let me catch one cl your kids some day.
So I'm gonna let you go back at the lake, froggie,
even if I get whupped for it. C 'mon, "

*

Abrum could hardly believe his luck when the
giant carried him back to the alien lake 'and set him
down by its shore. He didn't stop to consider the
giant's reasons and cruld hardly know he was
starting a legend. All Abrum could think cl was to
leap with all his might into the cool, concealing
waters, and swim away. He jumped, plunging into
the lake water and disappeared.
Abrum began to hope strongly that the automatic
transmitter would bring a rescue party socn, F<r
now, all Abrum wanted to do was swim in freedom,
catch flitterers for his dinner, and try to forget
about the horrible experience he'd had. Each day,
swimming in the warm water of the lake, the nightmare of his captivity receded, and as his sore body
healed, Abrum began to think it had all been a dream:
But just in case, he moved his camp, finding a small
isolated island in the middle of the lake. From the
vantage of the tiny island, he could easily keep watch
on the skies.
He would be ready when his rescuers
arrived.
But more importantly, there was not a single
willowy sapling on the entire island that could be
used to spring a trap. Abrum knew he had the
tallest of tales to tell his friends when he was
rescued, and he intended to live to tell it.

•
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THE CYCLOPS'S NEIGHBOR
By C. R. Schabel
"Hey, Polyphemus, what on earth's the matter
with you?" roared Flagadonous, disturbed by howls
coming from a nearby cave. "Is someone trying
to kill you?"
"Oh Flagadonous I No-man is killing me!"
"Well, if no man is killing you, then your
affliction must be from the gods. There's nothing
we can do about that. Best make your peace with
them and good night!"
Flagadonous returned to his bed thinking
Polyphemus would come to a bad end. He would
not be sorry to see it happen. Polyphemus was
the largest, strongest cyclops--and a bully.
But it had been prophested that one named Odysseus
would come and blind the mighty giant. All Icoked
for some huge god-like being to come, but none had.
Flagadonous himself was small for a cyclops,
but well respected in the community. He worked
bronze and silver, irrigated fields, and bred the
best sheep and goats. Polyphemus often stole
from his flocks.
"Well, what was that big lug yelling about?"
asked Flagadonrus 's wife, Sarcadrotta,
"He must be sick. "
"Sick! I thought he had been killed, " she sighed.
Sarcadroita had mere reasons to hate Polyphemus
than her husband did.

•

Early in the morning they were wakened by a
loud splash, a louder roar and another crash like
a mountain falling into the sea.
Flagadonous quickly dressed and ran down to the
rocky beach. Great Polyphemus was tearing huge
chunks of stone from the cliff and hurling them out
to sea. There a tiny ship easily avoided his wild
throws. Flagadonrus saw that Polyphemus's eye
had been put out. Clotted gore hung from the empty
socket. A moment of empathy for the stricken giant
melted into severe terror.
"If the mightiest among us could be so harmed,
what of the smallest, "he thought. The only serious
enemies the cyclops had were the Larcedonians,
a
neighbcring tribe of savage giants nearly as big as
them. The boat Pdyphemus was trying to crush
couldn't even hold one Larcedonian.
It most likely
held some of the little two-eyed men some cyclops
liked to eat.
Back at the caves, Hurion was talking to an
anxious group. "Someone's got to .talk to him and
find out exactly what happened. He trusts Flagadonous."
11

But

•••II

"I've beard Polyphemus say that he wouldn't
11
have any ether cyclops live so close to him.

"But .v."

11
But ncthing I 11 Hurion groped out and placed
a hand on Flagadonous's shrulder.
"We, once
smiths to the gods, warriors who helped in the Titan
wars, the greatest and strongest of mortal beings,
must not perish l You must find out what happened
to the son of Posidon ! "
Flagadonous agreed, reluctantly.
Polyphemus
was a mighty demi-god, twice his height, four times
his weight, and twenty times stronger. When he
arrived, there was practically nothing left of the
cliffs.
Pdyphemus lay on the earth exhausted, rivers
of sweat pouring from his massive body.
"Polyphemus, " he said meekly.
"What! Who is it? Are you stealing my sheep? 11
roared the great giant as he stood up and charged
at the cringing FlagadonClls.
He stumbled on an
unseen stcne and fell prone at the little cyclops's
feet.
"I'm blind," he moaned. "Oh Posidon, my father,
help me!"
"I'd like to help you if I could, " said Flagadonous,
rasping words over his dry mouth. "But I'd have to
know what happened to you to have any chance of
effecting a cure. "
"Is that my neighbcr, Flagadonous ? "
"Yes, it's me, here with some of the others.
We would like to know if those little men in the boat
had anything to do with your affliction. Did you
poison yourself eating them?" He hcped that was
the answer, having never eaten a little man.
Polyphemus paused. If he told the truth. that
Odysseus had gctten him drunk on wine and put out
his eye while he slept, he'd be laughed at all over
the island adding insult to injury.
So, in a manent
of uncharacteristic inspiration, he made up a
story.
"Oh Flagadonous, beware the little men, they
wield great magic I I came home from the fields
yesterday at sunset and found them in my cave,
eating my cheese. I asked them what they wanted,
trying to be hospitable, and the one called Odysseus,
named in the prophesy, held up his puny arm and
a bolt cf Zeus's fire flew fran his hand and smote
me blind!"
The agonized leviathan pounded the earth with
his ox- sized fists until the whole island shook,
then continued.
"I quickly rolled the boulder over my doorway and
trapped them inside. " He sank from rage to depression. "The me named Odysseus had told me his name
was No-Man so that if I called for help, you would
be tricked into thinking I was hurt by gods. In the
morning, I had to let my flocks out to graze and
they escaped with them. I could not see or I would
have destroyed their boat. "
It made sense to Flagadonous.
Little men who could blind a cycl<j>s with lightning f
This was worse than he ever imagined. The other
cyclops grew alarmed when he told them the grim
story. They all left for their homes in silence.
Wide-eyed, staring straight ahead, F'lagadoncus
stalked into his cave and sat down.
"Well, what happened?" asked Sarcadrd.ta.
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He repeated the tale. ·
"Sounds like a pack of lies to me! " she exclaimed.
"And how would you know? Did you see what he
looked like? There was nothing left of his eye,
nothing! How else could little men do that
to one so mighty as the son of Posidcn?"
To nervous to eat, Sarcadrcita had to push
him out of the cave to attend his chores. FIagadonws spent the whole day moaning to himself.
He checked every place that could possibly
hide little two-eyed, magical men ready to strike
him eyeless.
Some of his flock wandered off and
were nearly devoured by wolves, rabbits got into
his root crops, and he failed to chase them off.
When his friend Elephantus came over for their
usual game of "Crack-boulder, " he couldn't
concentrate.
"Snap wt of it, Flaggi, " his friend advised.
"Why should you care what happened to that dreadful Polyphemus? I think this Odysseus did us a
favor. Fer the first time in years, young cyclops
maidens can roam free without being attacked by
that mcnster. Remember when he took a fancy to
my sister and I tried to stop him? I was bedridden for a month fran the beating he gave me,
and he still had his way with her. She hasn't been
the same since, but tcday she seemed more
cheerful."
"All true, " admitted Flagadonws.
"But what if
the Larcedonians attack us again.
Without Pciyphemus, could we defeat them?"
"They cause us less trouble than he has. "
But as much as he tried, Elephantus couldn't
cheer up his little friend. They parted at sunset
for their o.vn caves.

*

At home, Flagadonous ccntinued to rave with
fear until Sacradroita could stand no mere.
"I don't know how the little men managed to
blind him," she burst out, 'but I'll tell you this, I'm
glad they did. He deserved it, and more!"
"Why? Because he stcie our flecks?"
She silently contemplated her next words. "He
took something far mere preciws than that. "
Her tone captured Flagadonous 's scattered wits.
"Not yw ! "he shrieked, forgetting his fear in rage.
He had suspected this I Sarcadroita was one c:f. the
most beautiful women among them, and she lived
so close.
"I'm gcing to get the truth out c:f. that monster, 11
he screamed. "He may be blind, but he's not mute ! "
11
"Don't, he'll kill yw !
Flagadonous fashioned a large staff with a sharp
bronze tip. "He'll have to catch me first and get
by this! II

blood-soaked stake, some broken skeletons of little
men, and a bowl with a little liquid in it. Curious,
Flagadonous took a sip.
"Wow!" he exclaimed.
The wine was still
strong and sweet. Then he found a skin half-full
of the same wine and nipped at it as he waited.
For the first time in days he felt no anxiety.
He was unafraid of Polyphemus, magical little
men, Larcedonians, er anything else •. As he stumbled
about, practicing with his spear, a shadow fell over
the cave. Its half-sighted owner had returned.
Polyphemus could just discern movement in his
cave, something that was too big for a man, too small
for a cyclops. He grapped the huge boulder he
closed his cave with and hoisted it over his head.
"Who dares invade my bane? 11
"Flagadonous I" screeched back the little cyclops.
"And I dare anything I like. Me and the other cyclops
have had it with you!"
The son of Posidon roared and threw the great rock.
It missed by inches. Flagadonous grabbed at his spear
but got it caught between his legs. He tripped, just
as Polyphemus charged. Flagadonous fell head-long
with superb timing and landed a perfect cross-ba:ly
block acr-oss the rushing giant's legs, who flipped over
and landed flat en his back with such force that the cave
trembled and some stalactites brcke free and smashed
him in the head, nearly ruining his half-he aled eye.
Dazed, the mighty demi-god tried to rise,
but found sharpened bronze jabbing into his throat.
"No, don't kill me!"
"Tell me truthfully then! 11
That is how he got the whole story of Odysseus
from the cowed giant and also got him to pledge, on
his father's thrcne, not to bother any of the women on
the island, or to take sheep that didn't belong to him,
or to eat anymore strangers.
And Polyphemus kept all his promises, thwgh,
unknown to him, Flagadonous had forgotten everything by the next hung-over morning.

•

*

Flagadonous entered the giant's empty cave.
Being the son of Posidon, gcd of the sea, Polyphemus
was slo.vly restering his vision with daily treatments
of ocean water.
"Ye gods, what a filthy creature he is I" exclaimed
Flagadonous, his nostrils flared at the reek in the
cave. He rummaged around and found a fire hardened,
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4
THE DEMON'S CONCUBINE
By Paul Rucker
"Where is Ashtan?" asked Zylle, anxiously
twisting the hem of her ceremmial robe.
"I don't know, my lady, he hasn't been seen
since last night, when he was performing his last
trial, " answered her handmaiden.
·
"By the Goddess, I hope he has survived fer the
Consummatim tonight. If something happened to
him our ceremonies are useless--we might as well
not even celebrate Summer's Gate Day."
Zylle was the Chosen One, called the avatar;
she and her lover were both r-equtr ed to pass ordeals
of mind, body, and spirit to purify them for the
Conaumrnatim;
When they did so, they would each
receive the Tore of the Golden Moon.
Zylle had survived the ordeal- -had Ashtan?
The dark-haired priestess began to pace, her
blue eyes frowning. Her people were free and
exuberant as a whole, but would not tolerate a break
in the chain ci tradition.
"At least they can finish
the festival in the day, so we '11 have time to find
Ashtan for tonight, " she thought.
Sighing, she watched the revellers from the door
of the pavilion, decorated with the three faces of
Arvalve's Goddess: Oveda, the Sacred Virgin;
Overet, the Fruitful Mother, and Oveg the Norn,
the Woman of Spirit. Tradition required the
Chosen One ci the Goddess to bear a child conceived
at the Consummation as a symbol of fertility that
the entire valley of Arvalve would be assured of a
bountiful harvest.
"Lyla, I'm going to look for him. The festival
will have to finish without me. " Upon reaching the
building in which Ashtan was quartered,
Zylle asked
the guards, 'Has he come out yet?"
"We haven't heard from him all morning--could
something be wrong?" said a guard. All followed
Zylle inside as she called fer Ashtan.
The priest's study was a mess.
It looked as if
he had been forcibly dragged away in the middle of
some sort of magic. The wall opposite was charred
with a black spiral.
Zylle recognized it as a demon's
sigil.
"The Ring-Chaos ... Humwawa ! " she groaned.
Zylle dismissed the guards and sat down hard.
Humwawa I She felt cold. "What do I do now?"
She prayed to the Goddess within herself.
A faint,
half-real voice whispered inside her head: "Seek,
find, knock, free!"
She got up and walked to the F'Iower-ing Gr-eve where
the other initiates dwelt. A set of bells hung beside
the entrance. Zylle rang the very last and highestpitched.
Ancther priestess, her sister, Laeral,
appeared and she told her all that had happened.
"What will yw do?" asked Laeral.
"I was told to seek. I will seek. I will go myself

to the demon's realm and free him! There is a spell
which will open ancther gate. "
"You speak of the Evocation ••• but it can only
be cast within the Grotesque Cavern, which no one
has entered since the ancient days of Tiamat !
I am afraid for you, my sister!"
"As well you might be, Little dove, " said Zylle.
"But Ashtan must be freed--and I am the one to do
it. Am I not the avatar?"
'.'Yes, but--"
"No. Silence, sister." She touched Laeral's
mouth. "Tell me after the deed is done, that I
shouldn't have gon~
Laeral knew her sister's mind was set. After
a moment, she said, "The mocn is in her first
quarter . , . "
"Yes, in seven nights she will be in her full, and
I will depart then. "
"Farewell, sister, and may the Goddess be with
you!"

*

The others were told that Zylle was in seclusion
and under no circumstances
to be bothered. There
was speculation, but no me knew the true reason
for her retreat.
Hidden in her room, Zylle purified herself by
fasting and meditating, drawing her energies inward.
On the night of the full moon, she left her chambers.
The door closed and on it a glyph of the Golden
Moon glowed; as long as she was alive it would
remain.
Zylle walked silently through the garden and
beycnd. She traveled for hours in deserted
countryside.
After midnight, she found entrance
to the Cavern. As she descended into the shadows,
Light emanating from her tore grew strmger and
enabled her to see the way ahead. Rough cave sides
eventually resolved into a crude trail winding and
twisting downward.
Statues.
Gargoyles appeared at random along
the way, stationary but lifelike.
Zylle felt tense
but thought, "I! horrors of this world can frighten
me, how shall I face the horrors of another?"
The coiling passage entered a series of
graduated subterranean vaults. Steep, shadowy
hills carpeted with phosphorescent moss jutted
from the depths.
The pathway broke into stairs
which curved around each cliff.
Zylle descended through the unbrcken, tomblike
silence.
At the end of the cliffs, stairs continued
down a foyer flanked 01 both sides by grim figures
not even faintly human.
She followed the corridcr
to a small, featureless grotto. A congealed
circular impression jutted from the wall ahead,
Zylle assumed the crcsslegged Funnel of Power
position before the image on the wall, trying to igncre
the feeling that the statues were coming alive behind
her. Befcre starting the Evocation, she looked
behind. "Now to begin, " she announced aloud.
Breathing deeply and regularly, she began the spell.
Zylle concentrated all the power she was capable of
through her chakras; spiralling her thoughts .
and catching them at the Crown. "And now ••• fire!"
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She flung the spell-energy at the rock wall. All
the driving fcrce of her mind fcx:used on the gate to
the nether planes. Sweat flowed 01 Zylle's reddened
skin--her eyes were fixed open, her breathing
turned to gasping.
The stone surface before her
shivered, pulsing spiral waves of throbbing red.
Weird violet light from the center of the redness gave
it a look of an enchanted wilderness. Thra.tgh the
tangle, gradually a new road appeared.
Zylle had won entrance.
A path stretched across a pandemonium dreamscape, winding and convulsing in snakelike movements.
Bursts of dark power rippled in the shifting gloom
From afar, a swollen eye regarded Zylle with
inhuman calmness.
· Limbo threatened en every side- -she had to
concentrate to keep her balance.
The landscape. changed.
Reds melted into purples
and into cold blackness. And it went beyond mere
blackness, to darkness.
Zylle halted. How could she
be sure of the way? For a moment her heart stepped.
By a great effort of calm, she meditated.
She willed light. Nothing happened. She tried
again. And again, until her head reeled. At last
a flickering light broke the stillness, growing to
a steady glow. It gave her courage to move on while
the matrix changed again.
Nothing disturbed the infinite gray silence.
Lulled,
she walked on; unaware, dissolving.
Her drowsy
mind was almost absorbed into the grayness when
Ashtan 's image came to memcey. _
And she remembered love. This emotion kept
her whole. As she walked, she sang the Song of
Creatim:
When the universe was made by l011e,
And stars frcm the womb of night;
Then the planets did begin,
'Mid the galaxies that spin:
Then the dawn came to herald the sweet
touch of day,
A dawn whose call was heard throughout
the worlds.
I saw this with my mate,
As we danced the cosmic eight.
A massive door suddenly towered ahead. Fire
licked its metal edges; serpentine sigils writhed on
its surface.
Zylle heard a voice inside her head,
sardonic and mocking. It was the watcher of the
gate, the Great Serpent.
"What do ya.t wish, 0 daughter of the Gaidess? 1'
it intoned.
Zylle's stomach shrank, but she said badly, "I
wish to enter."
"Enter!" The massive gates swung open.
"Walk!"
As she progressed, her garments were removed;
her cloak, then her gown. The tore could not be
removed, but its light went out.
"Why do you take my things?" she asked, although she knew the reason full well.
"As set down by the Lords of Flame in the days

of the First Atom, the avatar cf the Great Mother
must sacrifice the power of herself if she would
pass into the nether world. It is the Covenant of
old, the Rules of the Elder Hells."
Carved with the spiral of the Ring-Chaos, a
lead en door appeared. Its bas-relief depicted
the worst images of fear, hate, and nightmare.
Zylle was held still by the invisible Watcher.
It asked, "Would you yet enter?"
"I would enter. "
"Then behold the nether world I" A great force
pushed her through the door and carried her across
the vault cf the inner hell. All of a sudden Zylle
found herself moving at' tremendous speed, which
ended with her in front of a great temple. It rose
above a vast space paved with tiles of reflective
marble edged in jet. Black clruds ahead were
illuminated by a flickering green light at the far
side. Her head throbbed with dizzyness.
A blot
of shadow mcved amongst the stormy radiance.
Zylle tried to walk, but with every step the
hall lengthened, and she remained where she was.
Then a voice !
"I know why you are her. I arranged it. I have
long desired you for my serai, but that could not be,
unless ... " His voice smiled coldly, "Unless you
would enter it willingly. Yrur Ashtan is my instrument
to that end. Hear me : in return for his freedom,
you must stay with me for seven days and seven
nights as my concubine."
Zylle 's voice answered for her. "I accept. Ashtan
of Arvalve is to be freed and all houlds you have on
him are now void. In return, I will stay and ..• "
The thunderlike vcice rippled
" ••• do my bidding."
with silky satisfaction.
"And at the end of the seventh night I will leave as
well, and you will trouble me no further, "she resumed.
The demon laughed and said, "My servants will
prepare you when the time comes."
"Wait! Will you keep your word?"
!'Yes.
Observe. " From nowhere he summoned
a silver globe with Ashtan inside.
"O spear of my love, "Zylle moaned, "what has
he done to you? "
The demon lcrd tossed the globe high across the
hall, passing through many layers of time and space
until it came to Arvalve.
Wraithlike forms advanced to Zylle and placed a
collar around her neck, giving the leash to their lord.
The hallway abruptly shrank, and Zylle stood before
him, chained like an animal.
It was then she saw the demon's face. Never had
she seen such agony, such frozen pain. Zylle stared,
unable to turn away.
Only a moment they stood tcgether thus. Then,
imperious, he dragged her away.
The weirdlight cf the hall faded away as he led her
through his realm. Clamoring thralls clustered about
the nymph-avatar, feeling her, pinching her, and
laughing at her, until the two passed by.
Trenches and caverns planet-deep yawned on all
sides; black holes and tesseracts feverishly swelled
and shrank; and sometimes a star burst in the distance.
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incomprehensible.
If he detected her I She shut the
thought away and slept.
Upon waking, Zylle prepared fer her challenge
using three positions to focus herself:
Mind at Bay,
the Sacred Star, and the Funnel of Po.ver. Concentration helped restore inner balance.
That night the demon passed into the room once
more. She confronted him. "Tonight is the last
night I am yours, then I go, according to the
Covenant." She spoke with more assurance than
she_ felt.
,
1
Then, unbidden, a new thought came. She did net·
even know why he first desired her.
Young. That single wcrd crawled in the static
between them. Zylle felt her heart sink. He wanted
to spawn I
"Thank the Goddess I can prevent that ! " It was
all she could do as he penetrated her again, to avoid
him once more.
The web of his consciousness speeded past; she
plunged beyond. Dream images confronted her. His
subconscious mind had detected her where his cmscious mind had not. Voices bombarded her. Overwhelmed by the intensity of emotion in the core,
Zylle almost lost her self, but remembered:
*
Zylle dreamed, telling her troubles to Laeral.
"What is your name? What is your name?"
"It was horrible, " she said. "It seemed so real. "
"Stay, stay, stay."
·
And Laeral agreed.
"Speak but yrur name, and I will be yours!"
Then Zylle woke up.
she coaxed.
A great sigh rumbled from within, almost e nrugh
Shivering, she arose and inspected the bubblelike room. The smooth white walls held no escape.
to penetrate to its waking cmsciousness and enrage
She fell back on the only furnishing, the bed. After
him.
much time she had a vision. It was about a way ri
"Humwawa!'
Silence followed. An illusim fluttered by en
escape.
Again, he came.
This time she remained fully
imaginary wings and she heard it. It was his name.
conscirus as he ravaged her. She submitted enShe seized the moment to escape.
tirely, meeting him as waves meet the shore.
Long dead since entering the inner hell, her tore
But then, as he entered her, she entered him.
began to glow with pearly gdden light, awakening.
Deftly she slipped into his mind, gliding past the
Her avatar had returned.
Giving thanks to the Goddess.
thin areas, his weaknesses.
The outermost was
Zylle escaped.
lust. Then came vanity, then, finally, rebellion.
A rift cpened onto a vacuum of tumult, the crux ri
But she kept on until she found what she was looking
hells. Summoning for the final time her inner reserves
for. Lo.re! Ashtan I A small spark flickered within
she struggled to the fcx:us of the center with the cmni.her darkness. Astonished, she nearly jolted out.
presence of the demon mocking her.
Keeping calm, she infiltrated this thought, striving
"How will you escape?" he pierced into her mind.
to keep whole. Chaotic, half-insane images rushed
"How can you master me?" Finally she saw:
past her. Thoughts of all kinds murmured and
Humwawa was not merely the ruler ri his hells,
roared incessantly.
Zylle did not listen ..• what
he was the hells !
could they tell her?
"With your name!" she shouted barely able
Presently, the demon's corporeal.body dis joined
to think. The chaos increased its frenzy; did he panic?
with hers. Her mind left his, but she retained an
Infinity clung at her heels until she reached the very
"infinite stmal part ri him.
apex of the cone.
For four more nights, the demon came to Zylle,
Zylle raised her arms, knees buckling. A golden
and she srught asylum in his brain's memory of
nova blossomed between her hands. Without a second
After the sixth time, she meditated, stroking thought, she dro.re it into the center and spoke the
Ashtan.
the light-lost tore at her throat. She heard the
name.
"Humwawa,"
whispering voice again:
Stillness came. Perfect calm.
"Thou sought-- thou found-The demon's body appeared within the center and
Now knock!
Find the name, and free!"
began to dissolve, breaking apart.
Fairylike orbs of
What was "the name?"
It must be his secret name, light champagned fr~m the dwindling corpse until it
she thought.
disappeared completely.
To win this name of power, his true name, seemed
Retracing her steps, Zylle watched the souls drift
A canet bearing an evil soul streamed thrrugh the
stellar confusion, taking it to the edge ri the universe
to dissolve entirely into the great Unmanifest.
The demon led her through intricate passages to
a spherical bedchamber. where little imps patted and
powdered her. Satisfied, he left.
Zylle lay on the bed, waiting.
He came in darkness. radiating darkness and
Par-alysts gripped her body as he
dark intentions.
drifted nearer.
Ooser he came. He stood over her.
His hideous face quivered.
But it was not from
pleasure,
but an awesome agony, an intense pain
terrible to look upon.
He touched her. His breath feil upon her as
a foul fog.
Withered talms stroked her flesh; dull ivory
claws pressed small tracks into its pearliness.
He possessed her.
His essence penetrated her heart, her womb,
her vitals, and left a small taint in each, a seed.
She reeled back--uncmscious--overcome.
For a long time he was with her.
Then--leaving her stunned, spoiled body on the
bed--he disappeared.
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away to hlgher spheres.
"If that was what I was meant to free, I'm glad, "
she thought. An ominous rumble from inside the
center sent her running. At the Gate of the Inner
Hell she reclaimed her gown and cloak. The Watcher
was gone.
She forced her straining legs to run faster through
the crumbling hall as the wave of the Unmanifest consumed everything ar-omd her. The entire netherwcrld
stood still as she fled each succeeding layer. The tide
of chaos was gaining. She pushed harder. Reaching
the gate, whe hurled herself through it I It closed
with a tremendous roar and she landed in the Cavern
of the Grotesques.
Zylle kept running. There was the building, the . ·
door, her room. She collapsed. "Stabbing pains
pierced her chest. Every muscle screamed.
For
most of the night she lay exhausted.
But Ashton was hers !

*

It was morning. Light shone on Zylle's face.
Her skin was smooth and white. Black hair fell abrut
either side; covering her neck and the tore.
She awoke, pushed back her hair, and slowly rose
from the bed. She stmd; then fell to the floor in the
grip of nausea.
Zylle retched.
Something was wrong. She vomited again.
Suddenly she knew:
She was pregnant.

•

TICKET TO PARADISE
By David Bruce

s

The assassin tried to calm himself, for if he
continued in his present state, he could not complete
his task. All his tools were there: the electronic
binoculars through which he had been watching the
candidate on the bridge; the Jeep convertible in
which he sat in a church parking lot; the Uzi, the
instrument that would launch him into immortality.
He had purchased it in a survival gocrls store.
After the proprietor boxed and bagged the weapon
and slipped the "Gun Control: Who Needs It?"
bumper sticker into the bag, Walter Roland Phisby
had discreetly inquired where he might have the
gun converted from single fire to automatic.
After
proving he was not a federal agent, he was sent
to a pawn shop where, in the back, a bored, wrinkled man who chain-smoked filterless cigarettes,
performed the operation for an unreasonable fee.
Were he caught, the contingency for which he
secretly wished, Roland would earn instant fame,
something that had eluded him all his pathetic
life. In the institution--they would surely not
confine him within prison 1- -he wruld be cared for,
ministered t~ provided meals and television
and a secure, immutable environment, something
he had not known since mother had passed on.
Surely she had gone to Heaven, if such a place
existed, even if she was a bitch who had watched
and monitored him incessantly like one of Big
Brother's telescreens.
Once he had threatened her with death, and
she subsequently threatened him with institutionalizaticn: an empty, impotent threat. She was
too frightened by authority to summon them, and
he knew it, for he was passessed of a similar
fear.
In junia- high schod., the coach had been no help
when Roland begged him to make the bullies stop, the
bullies being any boy in gym who was net below his
rank in the group. Only a few enjoyed less status
than he. So while he was dragged across the gym
floor or punched or pushed or snapped with wet
towels in the shower, his hatred for the torturers
was great, but for those who could restrain them-the coaches and principals--it swelled beyond the
bounds of hatred, became something mere.
The authorities continued their refusal to fulfill
their obligations, right up to Governor Evans, who
had ignored the furiously scrawled letters Roland
had dispatched to him demanding he investigate .
Phisby's former employers, who had discharged.
him for such trivia as incompetence, insubordination, excessive absenteeism, finding drugs in his
locker. There was a distinctive pattern to their
terminaticns: was Evans pretending be didn't
discern it?
Since he was the _one at the top, the leader of
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them all, he shruld die first. Yes. Moving the
selective fire lever on the Uzi from single to
auto. he deposited the weap<n beside him and
twisted the key in the tgnittcn. The engine awakened
with a roar like an angry dinosaur's.
Ignoring the sick, sinking sensation welling in his
gut, he pulled onto the service road and steered
toward the bridge, where the photographers, the
audience, and the inevitable secret service agents
unknowingly waited for him.
Accelerating, Roland merged <nto the main
highway, the one that would take him directly below
where the candidate stood, gesticulating like a
prophet.
Reaching beside him, he lifted the weapon
and steered with his left hand. Surely the secret
service agents hadn't spctted him coming out of
the church's parking lot. Could they be that efficient?
The bridge was swinging forward, and on it, men
in dark suits and shades seemed to lope in slowed
motion toward the politician.
On either side, the
many-headed beast of the crowd poured past him.
They would be witnesses to this histcric event,
but already they were blurring past, insignificant
compared to him.
Just one quick burst and it would all be over.
If they caught him., it would be a blessed relief.
There was no parole for assassins or attempted
assassins.
As the bridge reared its oblong head, he raised
the machine pistol and pointed it shakily at Evans.
Something popped above him, and the windshield
starred.
More popping: the windshield burst like
water. The Uzi lept as he squeezed it. Bullets
spanged and yellow sparks danced upon the fence
around the candidate.
Had Evans been hit, or was
that someone tackling him, knocking him out cf the
line of fire?
He could not tell. He was below the bridge,
then on the other side, when the bullets slammed
into him. Dreamily, Roland watched the Jeep
swerve crazily into a bridge piling, and then he
was airborn, then looking down at himself.
He was dead. Ridiculously, he still clutched
the Uzi.

*

When he awoke, he was calm. The earth
streamed by him; he was flying or being carried
in something flying. A helicopter?
Then his seeing
himself on the ground, dead, had been a dream,
a nightmare.
The landscape below was unfamiliar.
"Perhaps it's unrecognizable from this height,"
he thought. Attempting to turn to his left to survey
the inside of the craft, he fwnd himself held fast.
"Probably to keep me fran rolling out of the side."
But he seemed to be hanging over the edge of
the chopper's interior.
Twisting his head slowly,
he saw that he was not in a helicopter, but was
draped over the back of a ..• horse?
He looked to the right. The steed's head was
huge, magnificent; its color was both the hue and
translucence of alabaster.
He turned again to his
left and looked above.

Seated behind him upon the flying horse was a
woman, clothed in swaths of blinding, golden armor.
From her temple jutted two baroque wings; above
her sapphire blue eyes, a band of gold ringed
her forehead and disappeared under her pale gold
hair which hung untouched by the wind of their
fast flight across the sky. Up<n her shrulders
flared two pebbled plates; upon her forearms,
tight black leather sleeves studded with silver spikes
gave her the look of a warrior; her full breasts were
pushed up by a tight girdle that bound her lean waist;
naked, athletic legs hung along the gleaming flanks
of her mount, working like a bellows. She lodced
down sardonically at Roland; then the perfect face
resumed its mechanical expressi<n; the cold eyes
were fixed upon some goal beyond and above.
Two other mounted Amazons, similarly Nordic
in appearance, were flying ahead; one sat astride a
coal black horse, the other's mount was gray as gun
metal. She rose to skim the underside of the boiling storm clords, then dipped low to soar just above
Was she searching for
green spires of treetops.
something or on the lookrut for some danger?
Roland knew not which.
He turned to look.
Then Roland laughed with relief at his realization.
Of course--he was going to Paradise! God knew his
actions were mcrally justified: Evans deserved to
be shot down like a dog. Gerl 'Could sympathize with
the violent; after all, hadn't He destroyed mankind
once by flood, save for those who loved Him;
didn't He obliterate Sa::lomand Gomorrah; and
wouldn't He torture those who didn't worship Him
by making them drown in scalding rivers of
lava, forever? Yes! And now He was bringing
one of His children to their reward.
Soon, he was
certain, eternal rest would be his, in a world
free from toil and conflict, where he wruld never
have to fight anyone again nor suffer the injuries
inflicted upon him by those who were stronger or
more powerful than he. No mere violence,
suffering, loneliness or torment; unimaginable
bliss awaited him at the end of his wild ride.

*
When he awoke, his body was curled fetally
upon hard-packed yellow sand. As he rose painfully
he surveyed the bleak plain which extended to the
horizon in all directions, save for mist shrouded
hills which interrupted the landscape.
Somtthing
above cawed like crows, and as he looked into the
cloudy sky, he saw three hags, ancient, upon
broans, whih were white, black, and gray. Behind
the horrid WC1Den soared a flock of carrion birds,
in fcrmation, like attendants.
The witches seemed strangely like the women
which had brought Roland to wherever he was. Their
raucous laughter was echoed in the chill gusts of
the wind. Mystified, Roland became aware of the
weight which pulled upon his right arm. It was the
Uzi. He stared in wonder at it all. What need
would <ne have cf a firearm in Heaven? Unclenching
his grip about the butt, he let fall the Uzi, which
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crunched heavily in the sand. A freezing wind
swirled gdden grains abort the weapm, which jutted
incongruously like a fossil bone uncovered by the
elements.
From behind, he heard something big moving
toward him, panting and roaring. Roland turned
to see the approach of a huge, armor-clad man, whose
scar red, angry face was framed by bloai-red hair
and whiskers.
Uttering an incomprehensible oath,
the madman uplifted a rusty sword, the edges of
which had been bitten by the strokes of countless
other blades. Frozen like a bird charmed by a
cobra, Roland stood for a moment transfixed,
watching spittle fly from the snarling, twisted mouth
of the charging warricr. Then Roland knelt, picked
the Uzi out of the sand, leveled it at the towering
form, and squeezed the trigger.
Nothing happened.
Realizing the clip was empty, he withdrew it
clumsily, rose from his kneeling position, and
ran from the ancient swordsman.
Pulling the
spent clip free, he cast it away and withdrew a full
clip fran one the many pockets of his Army shirt.
Jamming it in the weapon. he gasped with urgency,
but as he glanced behind, Roland saw the attacker
shuffling slowly beneath the cumbersome armor.
Confident he could out distance his pursuer, the
youth slowed his frantic pace to a lope. Behind, the
frustrated soldier shouted oaths in a language which
was foreign and yet dimly recognizable to Roland,
who, struggling to load his weapon, found that the
clip was jammed. Sand.
Horrified, he tugged at the clip until it came
free. Blowing into the hollow stock, he inserted
the clip again, He stepped and spun upon the lurching
giant like a cornered animal. Heedless of the short
muzzle leveled at him, the aged assailant fixed his
quarry with a basilisk stare.
Steadying the Uzi with his left hand, Roland
squeezed a lmg burst at the figure.
Stepping away
Crom the blinding. acrid cloud of· cordite, he
saw the man fall to the sand, twitching in his
death throes.
Footsteps behind him caused Roland to turn and
confront a lupine man clad in a short, golden toga.
In his right hand was a short sword; upci his head
was a golden helmet, from which sprouted a
red crest. Roland blasted at the Roman, who was
lifted off the earth as by a titan wind, then
collapsed heavily, dead.
·
Then to his right arose a gutteral ululation.
Turning, Roland saw a Viking warricr hurl a metal
spear straight for him. He leapt instinctively and
dodged the missile, which hissed past him and
was caught expertly, backhanded, by another
Viking who had learned the trick centuries.before.
Raising the heavy dart, he sighted the back of the
youth and cast the spear.
As Roland aimed at the charging Viking, Roland
felt something whizz past his ear, close enough to
stir his hair. Wheeling like a cornered hyena,
Roland blasted at the warrior behind him. But he
lay safe, fiat upon the sand. The bullet.passed
.

harmlessly over.
When Roland turned to fire at the other bazbarf an,
he was shocked at how quickly the giant had gotten
so close to him. He just had time to fire.
His clip was empty.
Roaring frightfully, the bearded berserker lifted
his huge war axe high above his blonde head. Rdand
dropped his Uzi and fell backwards beneath the onslaught, holding one hand up feebly in supplicatim
and defense.
The great triangular blade struck off
the uplifted hand. Roland's shriek of agony and
terror ended as suddenly as it began.
He saw a
brilliant flash of light,. as if a nuclear warhead had
exploded when the axehead descended.

*
Roland awoke to the sound of mountains crumbling
beneath earthquakes.
Sitting up, he saw no change
in the immediate landscape. Collapsing back,
he realized the noise came from within his aching
head. But when he lifted his hands to to.ich his
throbbing temples, a hand and a stump met his
skull. His adversaries were gone.
He lay thus for a lmg while. The chill wind
blew over him. Grimly, he studied his stump.
Above and all around him was the slate gray
sky, which seemed to curve up like the walls of
a prison or an arena.
No sun interrupted the dull,
gun metal hue of the imprisoning bowl, from which
flowed a ruddy light struggling feebly to pierce
thick storm clouds.
Behind him something scuttled in the sand,
He turned and shrank
interrupting his reverie.
back in dread at the approach cf a blmde tarantula,
maimed and missing three legs; the remaining
five legs scrabbled furiously in the sand; then the
arachnid turned and exhibited a ghastly wound it
had received in the rear of its abdomen, which was
raw and red.
Rising at what he took to be a defensive posture,
Roland began to back away from the creature, as it
appeared to poise itself to spray its venom.
Befcre it launched, Rdand saw that the thing was
not a spider.
He jerked back in loathing to avoid it, but the
object shot up and attached itself to his stump.
It was his severed hand.
He staggered back in confusion.
Where was he?
In Hell? Heaven?
"WELCOME TO VALHALLA, " boomed a thunderous voice.
Roland spun about, but confronted naught save the
metallic sky.
"THOU ART WELCOME, WARRIOR, " continued the
disembodied voice. It echoed ove1: the rim of the plain
like rolling thunder.
"Who are you?" entreated Roland despe rately.
"I AM GOD OF THIS REALM: ODIN, GOD OF THY
CRAFT. WAR. II
"But I'm not a warrior!" cried the youth.
"YE PERISHED·IN BATTLE WITH THY WEAPON
CLUTCHED FIRMLY IN THY HAND. THAT IS THE
ONLY REQUIREMENT FOR ENTRY INTO WARRIOR
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HEAVEN. IF THOU HADST NOT DIED SO, MY
·VALKYRIES WOULD NOT HAVE CARRIED THEE
HERE."
Roland blinked as if stupefied by a blow.
"WHY DOST THOU TARRY HERE?" inquired the
voice. "I HATH REGENERATED THEE. GO, SEEK,
A ND SLAY!" Each syllable of the ccrnmand shodc
the earth like artillery.
Roland began to sob. He was as a child shriveling
beneath the demands ci a cruel father.
"No!" he screamed. casting away the Uzi. "I don't
like it here l"
"YOU WILL IN TIME," assured the god.
"Not in a thousand years!" cried Roland.
"THEN MAYHAPS IN TWO THOUSAND," laughed
Odin. "OR A MILLION. "
Sinking to his knees, Roland wept.
"THOU ART WISE TO RID THYSELF OF THINE
WEAPON. IT WILL BE OF LITTLE USE HERFrNONE ONCE THY AMMUNITION IS GONE."
Roland sucked in mucus and wiped away his tear s,
"PURLOIN A GOOD SWORD, OR FASHION ONE
FROM THE MANNA I SEND. "
Immediately the sky blackened.
Meteors
streaked down and bounced, smoking, or buried
themselves in the sand.
"I -- don't know -- how --to --use a sword,"
sobbed Roland.
"THOU HAST ALL ETERNITY TO LEARN,"
spake the voice. "ARISE AND GO. THY TEARS
PROFANE THIS HOLY PLACE.
TAKE UP THY
WEAPON. THOSE ASSASSINS WHOM I SENT TO
GREET THEE--KING MACBETH AND CASSIUS CF
ROME-ARE RUSHING HENCE TO AVENGE THEMSELVES UPON THEE FOR SLAYING THEM. "
On hands and knees, Roland felt about blindly
for his gun.
"I don't belong here!" he protested.
"There's
been a mistake!
I'm a wimp! a pussy! I can't
fight! Help me I'
Miraculously his palm struck the butt of the Uzi.
which jutted out of the sand like relic of a long
decayed, violent culture. Pulling the weapon free,
the youth rose and ran shrieking across the freezing
Two grim assassins followed his
nightscape.
cries purposefully.

•

6
THE PINE TREE
By Abigail M. Walsh
Bang! The bat hit the ball and Walter raced to
first base. The outfielder picked up the ball and
threw it to Richie. -who was pitching. Walter waited
on first base; Jimmy picked up the bat and set
himself in the batter's bac.
Walter was supremely happy. School had ended
the day before.
He was free fer the whcie summer.
The sun was shining in a blue sky and here he was
on first base with a single. The ball field was only
a vacant lot, but life was good here.
Jimmy missed the first pitch. Strike one!
Richie began his windup. Walter noticed a huge mass
of gray clouds looming over the house next to them.
Drops began to fall on the let. Richie abandoned his.
windup. The boys, moving as one, ran from the
rain.
They hurried toward the street. As they ran
past an old pine tree, stubbornly clinging to life in
its cement environment, Waltee said, "I hate
rain. It shouldn't rain in the summer.
I wish it
would never rain again. "
The pine tree shuddered.
A branch dipped, and
some needles fell to the ground. The huge mass
of dark clouds swirled and were swallowed up by
a blue sky. The sun broke through.
The boys had taken shelter under a store awning.
They peered at the sky. "I guess it was only a
spring shower, " Jimmy said. 't:ome on, let's
finish the game."
The glcrious weather continued.
The boys played
baseball in their lot or wandered to the playground
where they outdid each other on the monkey bars
and ate their lunch under a free. They had no
cares.
Life was good.
But the sun continued to bake the earth, and
the earth became hotter and hotter. The lot became
dusty. Whenever the boys ran bases they kicked
up dry dirt. The slightest breeze became a dust
cloud. The cid pine tree at the side of the lot
became even mere tired looking. When Walter
climbed its branches, he noticed more yellow
needles.
Dust covered its branches. The tree
had always led a precarious existence, now its life
was in danger.
The police no longer turned on the hydrants for
the children.
They said they had to save water
for the firemen. because there was a water shortage.
"Your wish came true, " Richie said to Walter
one day when. they were sitting on the front stoop
of Walter's apartment house.
"What wish?" asked Walter.
"Can't you remember?
When we were running
from the rain in the let you wished there would be
no more rain. Well, your wish came true. 11
"Wishes don't come true, 11 said Walter.
"Yours did. My dad said the weatherman is
15
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He says the condit irns are perfect
for rain, but it doesn't rain. 11
· "Yeah, 11 answere Walter. "My Mcxnsays we have
been asked to use water mly when necessary. She
has filled bottles and jars in case they start turning
off the water. 11 He paused and added in a guilty
voice, "Could my wish have done this? 11
"I don't know, " said Richie. "All I know is yru
wished for no more r-ain and it stopped raining. 11
"Do you think I could wish it back again? 1' asked
Walter,
"You could try, I guess. 11
Walter closed his eyes and wished as hard as he
could. Nething happened.
"I guess it won't work, " he said sadly.
"Maybe yru have to say it out loud, 11 Richie
suggested.
"I wish it would rain, 11 said Walter in a loud
voice.
The sky remained clear. No clouds appeared.
The sun shone in relentless brilliance.
"Maybe yru have to say it in the let, 11 suggested
Richie.
"Let's go, 11 said Walter. "If I'm responsible
for this drought, .I'd better do something about it. 11
They walked to the lot and paused at the fence.
The weed arrund the edge had withered, leaving
yellowed stalks as a reminder of their existence.
The old pine tree seemed to have shrunk. It was
a sorry sight.
"Where were you when the rain stat ted 1'
Richie asked.
"On first base, I think. 11
"Well, go to first base and wish, 11 Richie said. Walter tretted to first base, stood there and said,
"I wish it would rain. 11
Nothing happened.
"I guess it won't work, " he said.
"What happened when it started to rain?" Richie
asked.
"We all ran for the street. "
"Well then, walk to the street and , every few
feet, stop and wish. Maybe you have to be in a
certain spot. "
Walter walked carefully toward the entrance,
stopping every two steps and wishing. The sky
remained clear.
After several wishes, he stopped. "This isn't
going to work, 11 he said.
"Just do it all the way to the sidewalk, 11 said
Richie. "Then you can say you tried. 11
Walter sighed, but continued his stepping and
wishing. The next two steps brought him beside
the old pine tree. He stepped, locked at the tree
and said, "I don't hate rain. I wish it would rain. 11
The old tree shuddered. A branch dipped and
some needles fell to the ground. The boys
watched in amazement. Dark clouds appeared on
the horizon, blown by wind which whipped the old
tree and blew dust into the boys faces. They ran
to the shelter of an awning. Rain pelted the
groun, turning the dust to mud, then washing
it away. The streets became glistening avenues
going crazy.

again. The downpour continued, washing the
buildings, filling the reservoir:s, watering the
grass, and giving new life to the flowers.
"Wow!" said Richie. "It was your wish that
stopped the rain and brought it back. How did yru
do it? II
"I don't know," answered Walter.
"Wait a minute. I know. Was I near the pine tree
when I wished it wruld never rain again? 1'
"I think so, but I'm not sure."
"I was standing next to the pine tree when I wished
it would rain. Do you think the tree had anything to
do with it? II
"Remember how it moved when you wished?" said
Richie. "Maybe its a magic tree. We should make
another wish beside it and see if it comes true. "
"Let's go," said Walter. "What will we wish for?"
"Let's try for a hundred dollars, " said Richie.
"We'll split it if we get anything. "
They turned the corner of the lot and stopped short
in the drenching rain. The old pine tree was lying
on its side. The trunk had split near the ground and
jagged edges showed where the top had torn away.
The inside had been eaten almcst hollow by termites
and ants.
"It didn't have much longer to live." said Richie.
"I guess the wind blew it down."
Walter stood silently beside the old tree. The
rain pouted o.rer beth of them, splashing from the
boy to the trunk lying in the mud. He looked long and
hard, then sighed and patted the old trunk.
"Come on, " he said to Richie who was standing
beside him. "We're getting soaked."

•
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7
THE DUNGEON
by John E. Paul.its
Old Wizard Trondolf, bent with age, shuffled down
the multitude of steps to the dungeon. There, Queen
Melody, whose beauty was the talk of all the land,
awaited. The wizard paused numerous times to get
his breath for the trip was a long, exhausting one.
When he reached the queen's cell, he motioned for
the 'guard to unlock the door and let him go inside.
Seeing the wizard, the young queen rose from her
pallet and immediately asked, "What is it to be,
Trondolf?"
In his decrepit and wheexing voice Trondolf
answered, "The king has proof of your infidelity.
He has decreed the worse torture imaginable for
you."
"No, no, " the girl queen shreiked. The-agony
of the rack, the stretching and exploding of the joints
until she would swear to anything. "Is it the rack?"
"No, not the rack. "
"Is it the barrel? Please, not the barrel. " The
bloody death of being imprisoned in a barrel spiked
with nails and loose, broken glass and rolled down the
highest hill in the kingdom.
"No, my queen. Not the barrel. "
"What then? What?"
"The king has devised an even more horrid end
for you. " So saying, Wizard Trondolf took a strange
glowing powder from within the folds of his dull gray
gown and threw it upon the queen.
"It will not be long now, "he said.
The queen tried in vain to brush the powder from
her. "What is the punishment? I have a right to know.
What punishment can exceed the past cruelties of this
king? "Then the queen gazed at her hand. She screamed.
The skin had whitened and withered.
"Look at yourself, "said Trondolt And with the wave
of one hand, a mirror appeared against the near wall.
The queen gazed and sank to her knees. "My hair, "
she moaned. "It's white. My face. What has happened to me?" She nearly choked as a tooth fell from
her mouth. It was followed by another, then many
more. Pain grew in her fingers, arms and legs.
Small tufts of white hair dropped to the floor. Her
vision weakened, her hearing failed.
"What is happening to me?" cried the ancient
crone the queen had become.
"The King has chosen to unleash upon you the
·most torturous indignity of all. It has been heaped
upon you in an instant. " Trondolf turned to leave
the cell.
"No, " the queen croaked as Trondolf turned to
go. "No. Don't leave me. I can't live like this. Not
like this."
"You can, " said the Wizard. "You will,"
"No, no, no, " cried the aged Queen, but Trondolf
ignored her as the cell door shut. He contemplated

the long, weary journey up the winding staircase and
moaned imprecation upon the years that had turned
this slight exertion into an arduous task.
Inside the cell, the queen called Trondolf's name
over and over. She haplessly scraped her withered
hands about the floor of the cell collecting the now
useless teeth that had fallen from her. Her eye
caught the mirror Trondolf's magic had left behind.
A smoky cloud crossed the glass and hid her ancient
image. Whenthe cloud cleared, the mirror showed
her young self again.
But Queen Melody rejoiced only for a moment.
She again looked at her hands: blue-veined, wrinkled,
old. But the mirror showed her young. Why?
More of her Ki.ng's torture? Then she heard laughter.
Her youthful image broke apart, and the King's
laughing image stared out at her from the 'glass,
triumph in his eye.
The mirror became blank agai.n. Then in
succession, the two images returned: first, her
present aged self, then the glorious Queen she had
been moments before. The Queen crept to the mirror
and extended her hand. But the smooth surface of the
glass repulsed her. The reflection was again that of
a grotesque withered hag.
The Queen's head slumped onto her chest as she
realized that Time, the most indomitable enemy of
all, had established its eternal dominance over her.
And that although old, she would be denied the one
benefit of age--forgetfulness.

8
THE MAGIC MIRROR

by Barbara Proenza
Mary Alice was a pretty little girl. She knew
that, too. She knew that because her parents told
her so everyday. FrCIJlthe moment she was born,
she had been praised for her beauty.
Mary Alice would spend hours everyday primping
before her vanity mirror, arranging her long blonde
curls in various styles and saying, "Oh, how
pre~ty I am ! "
One day, the carnival came to town. Mary Alice
demanded that her parents take her. Of course,
they did. Mary Alice's sister, Jane, went along,
too.
NowJane was not as pretty as Mary Alice (at
least Mary Alice told her so), but Jane was far
smarter.
As usual, Mary Alice's parents bought her stuffed
bears, balloons, and cotton candy. Near the end of
the day and near the end of the carnival midway,
was a booth. There was a gypsy woman in the booth.
She wore a lot of beads. A red-dotted scarf was
wrapped around her long black hair and through
her ears were big loop earings.
"Come, my children, " the gypsy woman said.
17
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"Try to win one of my many beautiful prizes. "
"Oh look!" Mary Alice began, "I want you to win

me that, Daddy!" Mary Alice ponted her finger to
a prize on the top shelf: a very beautiful hand mirror,
studded with green, blue, and red stone, outlined
with pearls.
"A wise choice, my dear, " the gypsy woman said.
"Now, let's see if your father can win my most
desired Magic Mirror."
"Magic Mirror?" Mary Alice questioned.
"Yes my deary, Magic! You see," the gypsy
woman leaned closer to Mary Alice. resting one
elbow on the counter as if to tell a secret. "it's
magic because it will reflect your true beauty.
H you are trµly beautiful, each time you look into
the Magic Mirror. you will become even more
beautiful. "
--"I am! I am ! " Mary Alice's eyes lit up. "I must
have it. Daddy!" she whined. "Wi.n it! Win it I"
All father had to do to win the beautiful hand
mirror was to throw one of three coins into a jar.
So simple I He tossed the first coin, and missed.
He tossed the second coin, and missed even
farther than with the first coin.
"Oh Daddy I Do better this time! Try harder,
harder I" Mary Alice ordered. Then he tossed the
third and last coin. It amazingly went in the jar.
It was almost as if the jar moved a little to allow
the coin to go in.
"I won my mirror I"
The gypsy woman reached high o~ the top shelf
and retrieved the Magic Mirror. Handing it to Mary
Alice. "Now. there's only one requirement, you
cannot give the mirror away. It's yours forever.
Yours and only yours."
Mary Alice yanked the mirror from the gypsy
woman's fingers. "I sure won't. "she confirmed.
The father thanked the gypsy woman for letting
him win the mirror for his pretty daughter.
"It was my pleasure, "the gypsy smiled. "Your
pretty little daughter deserves it. "
·
The next few days, Mary Alice adored herself
in her Magic Mirror. Each time she saw herself,
she seemed to get prettier and prettier.
One day at school, Mary Alice and Jane met a
new girl. She wore a torn, dirty plaid skirt. Her
white socks were gray. and she had straight, stringy.
uncombed hair. Jane suggested that they invited the
new girl to sit with them at lunchtime. But Mary
Alice replied, "No thanks I I wouldn't want anyone
to see me with her. She's awful! I wouldn't even
want to sit by her. I might get my pretty dress
all dirty!"
Jane told Mary Alice that the girl was very nice
and that she shouldn't make fun of people who had
less than she had. It didn't matter to Mary Alice.
Still she made fun of the poor girl's appearance.
That night, Mary Alice prepared for be. She
picked up her Magic Mirror and looked at her face.
She let out a horrible scream. Her family came running to see what had happened to her.
"It's terrible!" she cried. "My face is ugly,
there are scars on my face !"

Her parents were shocked. How could their
daughter have scars on her pretty face. They
examined Mary Alice. There were no scars on
her face. It was the same face she had had this
morning. They told her she must have imagined
it. Perhaps there was a crack in the mirror.
They examined the mirror. There was no crack.
Her mother told her that her face was still pretty
and tucked her into bed. The incident was forgotten.
Forgotten by all except Mary Alice.
On Saturday. Mary Alice went shopping with her
mother. Jane went along, too. In the shopping
center, they saw a man in a wheel chair. He had
no legs. Jane said how sad it was that people had
to be like that. She said she wished everyone could
have two legs.
"I think he should be in the circus I" Mary Alice
spoke up. "He's a freak I"
Again that night, Mary Alice prepared tor bed.
She picked up her Magic Mirror. But what she saw
in the mirror this time was even more hideous
than before! The mirror revealed a badly deformed
face, twisted and scarred. It was not the face of a
little girl. It was the face of a monster! Mary Alice
threw down the mirror and ran screaming into the
hall. •i•m ugly I I'm ugly! I can't stand it!" Her
hands were covering her face. Her parents were
puzzled. To them, Mary Alice looked the same
as she always did. But to Mary Altee. she was a
horrible creature. Her parents could never convince
her any differently. Never.
From that day on. Mary Alice wore large scarfs
to school to cover what she thought was an ugly face.
She never talked to anyone and ran straight into the
house every day after school, tor fear someone
might think she belonged in a circus.
As the days passed, Mary Alice's condition
worsened. It was not only the Magic Mirrcr she
couldn't stand to look into, but any mirror. any
window. any glass that reflected her grotesque
features. The thought of being ugly drove Mary
Alice crazy.
Finally, her parents took Mary Alice to a
psychiatrist. And then to another. And another.
There was no hope of Mary Alice ever being their
normal, pretty little girl. Finally. when her
parents did all they could to help her. they
committed Mary Alice to an institution.
Her parents decided to destroy the mirror that
caused their daughter so inuch grief. But when
they searched the house, it was nowhere to be
found.
They were very sad over Mary Alice. But
as for Jane. no one could explain it. As the years
went by, she kept on getting prettier and prettier
and prettier •.

•
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Grundy just sat there in alarm, his eyes wide,
his hands dancing.
"Lemme tell you something, Buster," the mayor
went on, calming himself as a secretary brought his
cigar back into the room and handed it to him, "I'm
THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN
gonna hire you--you've got the job--but don't you
By Greg Jenkins
ever, ever, say anything like that to me again. Savvy? 11
Grundy savvied all right, though he couldn't quite
Once upon a time there was a Housing Inspector
shake the feeling he'd just been fired, rather than
who received a call from the police. More prehired.
cisely, there was a young man, newly appointed
The interview had taken place a week ago, and this
by the mayor to serve as Housing Inspector, who
morning, a gray drizzly Monday morning, he reported
received a call from the police. This was his
to work feeling a bit uneasy still. Actually, he felt
fi.rst day on the job.
better than he'd thought he might. He kept telling
His name was Solomon Grundy--an unfortunate
circumstance which was compounded by the fact
himself there was no way the job itself could be as
that he hailed from the town of Grundy, Virginia.
bad as the interview he'd gone through in to get the job.
Grundy from Grundy, his co-workers would murmur
This attitude of tempered optimism lasted only until
sadly, and shake their heads in weary disbelief.
he located his office and met his secretary.
Grundy was a tall, thin, pallid fellow with a quick
His office was buried down in the basement of City
nervous smile and large spidery hands which danced
Hall, next to the furnace room. It was a tiny cubicle,.
around him in constant motion. He was a hardnot much bigger than a typical closet, and no better
working, God-fearing, self-effacing kid straight out
, lit--the lights wouldn't come on. Peering into the
of college who tended to make everyone around him
darkness, he made out what might've been an antique
desk, a lopsided chair, a rickety bookshelf.
There
as uncomfortable as he was. He had a pleasant face
and a friendly manner, both of which caused people
appeared to be a series of pipes--large ones- to suspect he was up to no good.
crisscrossing his ceiling and a tangle of wires twisting
Chief among his detractors was the very same
across his otherwise naked floor. Cobwebs tickled
his nose.
mayor who'd named Grundy Housing Inspector.
The mayor was a gruff, cynical man who saw in
His mood plummeting, he tried to look on the bright
side, which, without lights, was no easy trick.
As
Grundy a condensation or all the forces in life he
Housing Inspector, he reminded himself, he'd be
couldn't stand. Nevertheless, he'd not only hired
spending a lot more time in other people's houses
Grundy, he'd hired him with a certain gusto.
This he'd done for two reasons.
First, the mayor
than in his office. Besides, maybe this wasn't his
felt a psychological need to have someone like Grundy
office after all. Perhaps some mistake has been
made. Perhaps, like the slightly more debonair
around to give the mayor something to grumble about
Rick of Casablanca,
he'd been misinformed.
He
when everything else was going reasonably well.
decided to check with his secretary.
Second, in a city whose population was nearly a
He found her, a Miss Lucy Locket by name, down
hundred thousand, Grundy had been the only person
the hall in her own (infinitely more presentable)
naive enough to've applied for the job.
office. The room she occupied, he noted, was at
The mayor made his decision following a turbulent
least four times the size of the one he'd just explored.
interview which left both men profoundly agitated.
On the other hand, this might not be unreasonable
The session had begun with a five minute staring conconsidering that Miss Locket carried at least four
test in which Grundy rocked to and fro in his cushioned
times the bulk or Grundy. A great rosy hill of a
chair, alternately smiling hopefully and wincing forwoman, she possessed the prim bearing and insuperlornly, while the mayor bored right into him, staring
able dignity of a lady who'd worked for the city since
him down coldly, harshly, disdainfully.
it was founded and who was scheduled to retire, with
When the notion to speak finally occurred to him,
suitable fanfare, in another six weeks.
From behind
the mayor said, "Housing Inspector, huh?"
her desk, holding her telephone receiver out in front
"Yes, sir, " Grundy replied, with ~ trace of relief.
The mayor cracked his knuckles in one violent
of her like some bizarre amulet, she regarded her
movement, then tapped the ashes from his cigar
visitor cautiously.
directly onto his carpeted floor.
"Miss Locket, I take it, 11 Grundy said, offering
"Why?"
his hand.
"Well, 11 said Grundy, "I'd like to make our commun"You take it correctly, 11 she answered, not too
11
warmly. Her eyes never strayed from bis. "And
ity a better place in which to live.
you must be ••• 11 She hesitated. "Grundy from
This statement provoked the mayor to leap from
Grundy, 11 she said at last.
his chair in a paroxysm of rage, flinging his cigar
"You can call me Solomon. 11
clear across the room and out into the hall.
"Yes, I'm sure I can, 11 she said in the same not"You wanna what?" the mayor shouted. ''You wanna
too-gushy tone.
make the community a better place in which to live I ?
"Miss Locket, I have a question. In fact I have a
Are you running for Miss America or whaf? Get with
11
it, Grundy. You think life is some kind of a fairy tale? number of questions.
Saying nothing, she continued to watch him carefully.
Some kind of a nursery rhyme, for Pete's sake?"
19
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"Miss Locket. "he pressed ahead, "could I • • . Let
me ask you this. Why are you holding your phone
out like that?"
"Because it's for you."
"For me? I have a call?"
"Yes."
"Ha! My first call. " He rubbed his splendiferous
hands together; suddenly he felt much better.
"Who is it?"
"It's the police." she said, continuing to watch his
every move.
Grundy's face, the color of milk to begin with,
seemed to turn even whiter.
"The police? " he said quietly.
Whereupon Miss Locket gave him a single sharp
bob of her majestic head.
Grundy took the phone. swallowed and said, ''Hello?"
"Sergeant Spratt, "the curt voice on the other end
informed him. "I'm trying to reach the Housing
Inspector.
Are you the Housing Inspector?"
"Well. I am now."
"Now's the ti;I'm
talking about," Spratt said.
"I think maybe you and I oughta get together--say
this morning?"
"Well. I--"
"Say five minutes?"
"Well--"
Spratt hung up with a loud whack leaving Grundy to
say to himself, or to the increasingly indignant and
flabbergasted Miss Locket, "Is· there anything •..
terribly wrong?"
Grundy instantly forgot all the other questions he'd
meant to ask so that he might concentrate on that
one, the new one, the awful one. Was there anything
terribly wrong? Everyone else in the building.
tipped off by Miss Locket, began to wonder the same
thing and by the time Spratt showed up five minutes
later a fine crowd had gathered to see Grundy elf.
They all hung around the top of the broad marble
steps leading down to the street where Spratt waited
in his shiny blue cruiser, light spinning, wipers
slapping against the gray thickening rain. Secretaries.
councilmen, engineers, planners, even the mayor-especially the mayor- - all stood and watched, dumbfounded, as young Grundy went jittering down the
steps, climbed into the car, and vanished up the
street. For a long while they stared at the rain,
silently.
Not nearly as pensive, Grundy cut right tothe core
of the matter.
"Am I in some sort of trouble?" he said, brushing
the rain from his jacket.
Spratt, a middle-aged man with a face utterly
void of emotion glanced over at Grundy.
"I dunno." he said. "Are you?"
"What I mean is. am I under arrest?"
"Not that I know of." Another glance.
"Should
you be?"
A fat quivering raindrop held fast to the tip of
Grundy's nose where it had made friends with the wisp
of a cobweb. Grundy pulled at his nose repeatedly.
"I guess what I'm asking is where we are going.
And why."

"Yw ~the
Housing Inspector. aren't you?"
"I am now."
· ·
"Now's the time I'm talking about," Spratt confirmed, "I thought you might like to inspect a house. "
And Spratt began to tell him about the not<rious
St. Ives section which Grundy had never heard of.
"Man, " said Spratt, "they got some houses out
there you wouldn't believe. "
"St. Ives ••• is it a slum?"
"Slum! You kidding? It's a very fancy neighborhood, but weird. Strange. Place is fulla 'bo's."
"Bo's?" Grundy was thinking.
Bow ties?
Bo
Dereks?
Bows and arrows?
"Bohemians," Spratt said. "Artists.
Eccentrics.
And they got some digs out there that are about as
legal as murder--in my opinion."
"Sounds interesting. "
"Interesting I Interesting isn't the word f<r it. pal.
That place has got more lunatics per square foot
than Congress. Give you an example. · Last week
we picked up two juveniles--boy and a girl--that'd
snuffed some old broad by shoving her into her own
oven and baking her."
"Oh my God."
"We got 'em over at Banbury Cross now for a
psychiatric evaluation. Another example.
About a
month ago some guy jumped into a hedge of hawthorn,
don't ask me why, and managed to scratch out both
his eyes. You should've seen him, blood running
down his face horrible.
When we showed up he was
still there jumping into other hedges carrying at
about trying to scratch his eyes back in again. "
Spratt shook his head, "Initially we thought he was
on PCP, but the lab tests came back negative. "
Spratt kept on, telling next a tale about a horticulwho,
tural genius named Peter something-or-other
suspecting his wife of infidelity, imprisoned her
within a hollowed-out pumpkin the size of a Volkswagon, but Grundy had ceased to listen. Hands
twitching. Adam's apple bouncing up and down like a
miniature basketball. he has taken to staring out the
window at what was now an ugly storm.
The rain
slashed at them in gusts. jolting the car and making
Grundy feel weak and vulnerable.
"You don't suppose there'll be any trouble out
there today, do you?" he said suddenly.
Spratt broke off his recitation and looked over once
more at the pale, skinny kid next to him. He softened
his voice a little.
"Nothing we can't handle, " he said.
"When will we be there ? "
"Pretty soon, " Spratt reckoned squinting out at
some esoteric landmark.
"As a matter of fact,
we're there now."
No sooner had Spratt said this than a miraculous
A final puff of
change occurred in the weather.
wind shook the car as they seemed to pass through
some sort of invisible membrane.
And then they
were bathed in sunshine.
The storm was behind them, replaced by pink
puffy little clouds and fabulous blue sky. Off to
one side a rainbow arched magnificently into the
flank of a lush green hill where it actually seemed to

a
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make contact, glistening a soft yellow at the foot.
Bluebirds swooped in the sky, singing cheerfully.
Grundy was ~rwhelmed
at the difference.
"What •.• , " he stammered, "How . . . Would you
look!"
The taciturn Spratt didn't seem to've noticed.
Even the landscape had changed dramatically as
Spratt had suggested it would. Huge green trees
lined the street in abundance and flowers bloomed in
electrifying color: scarlet phlox, purple and white
lilacs, orange daylilies, feathery blue daisies.
The
houses were different, too, at least along this street.
Small, brightly painted cottages with white picket
fences were common.
Grundy gawked out the window trying to make a
suitable exclamation.
Before he could, they turned
a corner and Spratt gestured casually.
"Up there's our house," he said. "You're the
expert. I'll let you be the judge."
Now amazement sat on Grundy like an elephant.
He blinked in awe at the apparition which rose before
them in the distance.
It was a house all right, but a
house unlike anything Grundy had ever seen before.
Intricately wrought, correct to the last detail, the
thing was astounding.
It was shaped like a giant, high-topped shoe.

Grundy beside him, Spratt knocked on the door.
A moment later it was answered by a rather plump
old woman in a frayed calico housedress and white
apron.
"Yes, boys?" she beamed at them. "Can I help you?"
In what may've been a redundancy since Spratt was
wearing his uniform, he tapped the badge on his chest
and said, "My name's Spratt. I'm a cop."
"Oh my, "the old woman said and turned to Grundy.
Not to be outdone, Grundy took a short step forward,
pulled out his driver's license, and announced:
"My name's Grundy. I'm a ••• I'm a Housing
Inspector."
"You're Kitty Fisher?" Spratt demanded of her in
his flat, no-nonsense voice.
"Yes."
"We'd like to ask you a few questions, Mrs. Fisher,
if you don't mind. May we come in?"
"Oh, please. please do, " she smiled, spreading
her arms beneficently.
"Come right in. Can I get
you some coffee?"
"Thanks; that won't be necessary. " Spratt said as
they went in.
"I hope you '11 excuse the way everything looks, " she
said, "but I wasn't expecting company. "
This wasn't false modesty on her part. The place
really was a mess.
They were in the livingroom
which was strewn with diapers, baby bottles, a blanket or two, dolls, balls, the scattered pieces of many
jigsaw puzzles, sections of newspaper, a pogo stick,
and the odd lump of rotting fruit. There were also
as many half-dressed children roaming about--some
crawling, some biped--as any household could bear.
A few cats and dogs ran around yawping with the

children and everything smelled like a dirty sock.
Or like a dirty shoe.
"I believe Mr. Grundy would like to begin,"
Spratt proposed.
This came as news to Grundy, but he was up to it.
"Mrs. Fisher. " he said, "this is a very unusual
house."
"Oh, it isn't much, really. but we call it home. "
Grundy explained to her that the city. like most
communities across the country, adhered to a
standard housing code. In this case it was the one
originally developed by the Building Officials and
Code Administrators International, commonly known
as the Basic Code.
"It's nothing to be overly concerned about,"
he assured her.
"The Code simply provides that all
houses built inside the corporate limits must comply
with an agreed-upon set of standards designed to
guar-antee an acceptable level of safety for the occupants as well as for those living nearby. "
Mrs. Fisher looked at Grundy as though he'd just
spoken in tongues.
"Ah," she said.
"Do you mind, ma' am, if I just sort of take a look
around?"
"Oh, please, " she said. "Whatever you like. My
house is yours. Anything I can do to help our city ... "
So while Spratt eased himself backward onto a
battered taupe couch (onto a wet sticky red lollipop
wide as the palm of your hand), Grundy went off for a
look-see.
Stepping carefully around the ubiquitous
children and pets, he examined the house from top to
bottom--or from ankle to sole. He hadn't thought to
bring his checklist with him, not knowing the nature of
the trip, but felt he was doing an altogether professional
job anyway. Mainly he was looking for potential problems with the wiring, the plumbing. the heating, and
the materials from which the house was constructed.
Finishing up, he happened to gaze out a bedroom
window. Beneath him were the massive brown shoestrings elegantly tied into an enormous bow. He wondered if they might not be highly flammable.
He
decided to go down and out into the yard where he
could see them more clearly.
Outside, he discovered be was no closer to the
Brobdingnagian laces than before.
He was debating
whether or not to borrow a ladder and climb up on the
"roof" when his eye wandered down the street.
He
noticed there were some other houses which would
no doubt require his attention. About half a block to
the south were two little bungalows: one apparently
made of straw and the other of sticks.
Unbelievable,
he thought. And off on a hillside was a big black castle
complete with parapets and a moat. It would take him
at least a week to get through that thing.
His concentration on his work fell apart momentarily
when a luscious, green-eyed blonde came swiveling
down the sidewalk right in front of him, She was
wearing a snug red workout suit with a chic red hood.
He was about to say hi to her when he realized she
was being followed by a young man. He was dressed
all .in black and sporting a flamboyant Afro. and was
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trying with little success to get the lady's attention.
"Hey, sweet momma," the man called to her,
"where you goin' so foxed up? Hey, baby, c+mer-e
for a second. "
The girl kept swiveling along pointedly ignoring him.
The sun was higher now and the day was beginning
to grow warm. Grundy felt a little dizzy. Suddenly
he heard voices, the singing voices of youngsters at
play. They were floating to him from behind a wall
of cobalt blue hydrangeas. The boys and girls were
completely hidden from his view, yet their pretty
voices enchanted him, even more so when he understood their song:
Solomon Grundy,
Born on a Monday,
Christened on Tuesday,
Married on Wednesday,
Took ill on Thursday,
Worse on Friday,
Died on Saturday,
Buried on Sunday:
That is the end
Of Solomon Grundy ••.•
It was a rhyme he'd first heard many years before
when he was a child. He saw nothing ominous in the
words despite their gloomy message.
It was only a
song--he kind of liked it. For a moment he chanted
along with the tiny, disembodied voices.
He felt a
brief desire to go back behind the wall of blue and
meet the young singers to play with them. But this
particular Solomon Grundy was a Housing Inspector
with work to do. The moment, like a soap bubble,
twinkled and then disappeared forever.
Removing his jacket, he went back inside the
shoe-house.
The scene in the livingroom hadn't changed a whit.
Spratt sat; the old woman stood; and all the lesser
creature swarmed among them like so many elves
and fairies.
When Grundy stepped back into the room, the old
woman's face lit up with a mixture of hope and dread.
Grundy tried to put her at ease.
"Not too bad, " he said flashing his losing smile.
"Pretty good, overall.
Couple of minor problems. "
"Oh?" Mrs. Fisher said. "What are they?"
"Well, asbestos for one thing. I found some
traces of what appears to be asbestos down in the
basement.
Now, if this house was done with asbestos, you oughta take steps to have it removed. Might
involve tearing your walls and ceilings apart, I
Might
guess, but asbestos is a known carcinogen.
give you and your kids cancer, see?"
She touched her lip with her plump little fingers.
"Goodness, "she whispered.
"Another thing would be your sanitary facilities.
You're using a septic tank. There's a city ordinance
which says that all residences are require? to hook up
to the city's sewer system.
Of course, that's going
to involve tearing up your yard and doing some

construction work--but don't worry about it. The city
has programs to help with the financing, which, uh ..•
might be considerable. "
"Financing, " she echoed softly, her eyes clouding
over.
"Other th811 that, you 're A-OK, " said Grundy
ducking as a purple jelly bean flew past his ear.
Just then Spratt stood up with, amazingly, an
. expression on his face. He looked inquisitive.
"Wait a minute, " he said. "What about the fact
that this place is built like a shoe? Isn't there some
sort of a regulation against that?"
Grundy scratched his head.
"I'm not sure," he confessed.
"I haven't gotten
that far in the manual yet. I really don't know."
"Seems to me there oughta be some sort of a regulation. " Spratt insisted.
"I'll have to check," said Grundy and politely shook
Mrs. Fisher's moist hand.
"Hold on," Spratt ordered.
"We're not quite
finished yet. "
Brandishing a clipboard and a black, felt-tipped
pen, he swaggered over, red lollipop stuck to the
seat of his pants and stood between them. He was
facing the old woman.
"Mrs. Fisher," he said, "I can't help but notice
you've got a fair number of kids here."
One of them scurried between his legs.
"God has been kind to me, Sergeant. "
"How many do you have, exactly?"
"Dozens, " she tried to smile.
"Dozens. And I
would gladly welcome a dozen more. "
"They all seem to be roughly the same age: from
two up to about seven or eight, I'd say. "

"Yes ... "
Do you
"Mrs. Fisher, how is that possible?
have 'em by the litter or what?"
"Why. no, Sergeant, I- - "
"Because if you'll pardon my saying so, ma'am,
your're pretty old to be having even one child, much
less all this. "
She drew herself up to her full height of fivetwo and a half.
"Many of my little ones are adopted, " she said.
"'Many? 111 He jotted something down. "How many
is 'many,' Mrs. Fisher?"
"I don't recall. "
"Would your husband recall?"
"My husband is--" She stopped.
"Yes?"
She patted her apron nervously.
"My husband is
deceased."
"So he is. I've got it here in my notes."
Spratt scribble down something else. Grundy
hovered nearby listening attentively.
"He died ••. when was it? Two years ago?"
"Something like that. "
"Under what would have to be termed 'mysterious
1
circumstances,
wouldn't you say?"
"I'm not sure I know what you mean."
Spratt flipped through a few pages.
"According to the police report your husband died
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of injuries incurred when a goose threw him down a
flight of stairs. Now let's be honest with each other.
Mrs. Fisher.
Having a goose throw a man down a
flight of stairs to his death is not exactly an everyday
occurrence,
is it? Even in St. Ives?"
"I would rather not discuss it. Sergeant, " she said
quickly. Her hands were trembling. Her face was
tinged here and there with small red blotches.
"Was there an insurance settlement, ma'am?'
"I- -beg--your- -par-don l "
"I don't suppose you'd care to disclose the amount."
she began waving her hand overhead in the manner
of a boxing referee signalling a TKO.
"That's it. " she said, "that's all. Gentlemen.
Sergeant, I am sorry, but I'm afraid you'll ..• "
"If I might •.. "
"You'll have to leave right now, Sergeant. I mean
it. I'm sorry."
Not one for confrontations, Grundy went straight to
the door. Spratt lingered, rearranging the mater-tals
in his clipboard.
"If I might just show you something. Mrs. Fisher.
Some photos. Then we'll be on our way."
The old woman sighed, her breath harsh with rale.
"All right. " she said. ''All right. "
"These are pictures of children, " Spratt said
producing a manilla envelope and extracting a handglossies.
ful! of eight-by-ten black-and-white
"I want you to tell me if you recognize them. "
Slowly. with a touch of ritual, he began to go through
his stack holding up one photo and then another.
returning them to his stack with measured precision.
The old woman's mouth fell open.
"Do you recognize them, Mrs. Fisher?
You reaily
should.
There's little Matthew and Simon and
Tricia."
Grundy came back over to get a look f~r himself.
Like Mrs. Fisher. he recognized them; they were
many of the same kids he'd seen around the house.
A couple were in the livingroom even now. In these
shots each was naked, standing abjectly beside the
kneeling. stern-faced Sergeant Spratt. Their slender
backs, shoulders and buttocks were covered with
ugly bruises and abrasions.
"You must've tied into the little shavers pretty good
to ·produce marks like that, " Spratt said. "I also
understand you don't believe in overfeeding them.
I find that ironic in a person who doesn't look like
she's missed too many meals herself."
Thoroughly flustered, Mrs. Fisher could barely
bring herself to say. "Sergeant, these pictures.
they're really not as bad as they seem. I have so
many children . . . sometimes they can be difficult to
handle. Surely you've heard of discipline?"
"Yes ma'am."
Deliberate pause.
'l've also heard
of child abuse. Mrs. Fisher, ·you're under arrest.
You have the right to remain silent."
Spratt read her her rights from the clipboard and
handcuffed her. Grundy and the old woman were
equally stunned. The yowling kids were unaware
that anything was amiss.
"I'm gonna take her downtown," Spratt told Grundy.

"How about doing me a favor? Stay here and keep an
eye on things. I'll send somebody by to refieve you
as soon as I can. "
Not waiting for a reply, Spratt guided the bawling.
staggering old woman away. Grundy trailed them to
the door like a pale shadow and watched them leave.
Behind and all around him the kids laughed. cried,
hollered. ran and generally paralleled the chaos in
Grundy's churning mind. He wondered how long he
would have to wait, wondered if he'd be forced to
hitchhike back to work. wondered what the mayor might
say to him when he finally got back. He wondered,
too, at the despicable acts committed by Mrs. Kitty
Fisher, now on her way to the clink.
Overhead, unseen by Grundy, a hag on a broom
buzzed the house.
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LADY IN THE BOAT
By George W. Smyth

8®

"Where am I?" she said.
"You came by sea, " he said.
"By small boat,
I believe.
You are on the island of Barbados.
Magical. You are thrilled with the life here?"
"I am not as enchanted as you might like.
Perhaps I will leave. The mainland, as you call
it, is not that far away. It would be a short
journey by beat, by small boat, that carrier
over there. "
"The island steamers, those carriers are not
safe. Best by air, if you must leave. But the air
cai-rter-s are a last resort."
"You think I should leave?
By whatever means
available?"
"Your pleasure, " he said. "Your desire.
No
one here to restrain you from anything at all. "
"I should wish there were. I need a restraint
placed upm me. Do you understand?
Would you
like to hold me? That is my desire. "
"You are asking?"
"I am, if fact, ordering," she said. "Asking for
my desire.
And even your praise. To be born again,
in one way."

*

She is young and very pretty. He is not young,
but has money and, for her, a certain native charm.
They share their passions for the night, and together
now they face the day.
She asks, "What am I to do?"
"What do you wish to do?"
"I cannot go back to any mainland, as such. There
may be death waiting, or else danger of a kind I
don't care to divulge."
"You are safe here on the island. Do you not wish
to stay?"
"I have no choice. "
"There are many other islands," he tells her.
"Here, I show you a map. Pick an island. I could
arrange passage for you, although the boats are
dangerous."
"Why dangerous?"
"It is the time of year. Uncertain seas. Winds.
Hurricanes being born. And I have been known to
follow other boats. I am not predictable, on land
or sea."
"I fear no wind or water. I do not fear you. Only
death. Only still air."
"You are not a brave woman. You only 'wish you
were. You see, I know you already. I know you
desire me."
"You know ndhing.
You are a convenience of
the moment."
"What you say is not to my liking. I will remember
your words. But you are hcne st, "

"At least," she said, "it is the one thing I have
left. Some truth to me. "
"No small thing you speak of. Do you want passage away? To another life?" he asked.
"Yes, very far away. To that place that's waiting. Lower all boats, except yours, it would seem.
Mark one for me and another life."
"You are in the Windwards, lady. You want those,
or the Leewards? Which group of islands?"
"I only want another island, just one.· At the
moment I care less where than when. "
"Another island, you say? Barbados did not·
welcome you with open heart?"
"Not exactly. Hearts, hands, what does it matter?
I am a traveling woman. I live when I move about.
It seems to be the way now. But you are not a philosopher. I waste my words. Am I right?"
"It is true that I attempt to navigate other waters
than the ones around us. It seems to be my way."
"Then mind your attempts, my good man, and
I will be a fair passenger, a dark one, but an honest
one. I trust the only me on this boat?"
"The only paying one. I carry poultry."
"Unborn eggs. I should fit in. I should try.
And our destination?"
"We sail within the hour. To the west."
"A good thing, perhaps.
East, I take it, is only
the Atlantic Ocean. "
"Only that for many days. Until Africa. You know
Africa? Your silence says yes. West is St. Lucia,
St. Vincent, Grenada. A bit north and west is Martinique and Dominica. South and west is Trinidad. And
east, I say, is Africa. "
Perhaps that's all you
"You know yorr directions.
know or need to know. But tell me now, the closest
land, the soonest time pcssible?'
"St. Lucia. Fourteen hours, with luck. You carry
luck with you? That precious commodity?"
"I carry nothing with me but hope. Even more
precious."

*
"Captain, may I call you that?"
"It is an honer. "
"We have been sailing more than fourteen hours.
Where is land, the island?"
"Land? The island? But this is all sea. "
"I know that. Where is the island?"
"I may have missed it. I carry little luck and no
hope. But it is now light. And the hens are cackling. "
"This one is going to do more than cackle, Captain,
unless we sight land soon. The sea is tiring me.
And boring me. I demand the island."
"Do not threaten me. Soon now, land. Some land.
Soon enough for me. Do not be concerned so. Bad
for the nerve ends. And your mind and heart. But
your mind and heart may be much stronger than
mine."
"It is possible, Captain. But not very. "
"Land is not far_, in any case. With luck. "
"With hope, Captain. "

*
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"Captain, I have slept in this boiling sun. Where
are we?" Captain, speak, do not stare. Speak to me.
Are we lost?"
"So, Captain, you are asleep. You are dead?
I am alone in this boat on this calm but strange
sea? Howcan this be? What fate has drifted my
way again? Whydidn't I stay in Barbados with ·a
gentleman? A kind man who may have understocxl
me in time. Why must I constantly move about
so, waiting for hope?"
Move about she does. But keeping very still now,
she looks closely at the dead seaman, at the blood
she sees 01 and around him. Then she closes her
eyes, and now she is drifting, sailing, flying to her
continent, to her danger, to her large island, her
mainland of desire to be denied, her home territory
of praise to be accepted.
She is dreaming, but now awakes and faces
reality. Reality for her now is her dream, her dream
to escape, her dream to go home. Her dream is her
hope. Reality for her now, for her sense and sight
at this time, for her heart and mind, is the fact of
headless chickens lying about, flying fish jumping
over and around her, and her luckless companion.
A wind is rising. She closes her eyes and smiles
and sees a sunny sky and a small boat on the horizon
and kno.vsthat on some mainland she will be born
again.

11

MAGMA'SNET
by Susan C. Dorman
Whenthe Planets first spun into orbit, Plasma
helped create a space-sea of electric particles
for them to float in. She did this by spending most
of her time shooting through the tortuous hallways
of the Sun, her radiant train of electrons and ions
flowing behind her. Twenty thousand years later,
give or take a few thousand, and the radiant particles
of her robe would brush the cooler outside walls and
fences and perhaps slip through Photos's guard to
enter the great space-sea. From there it would take
only minutes for the rays to reach nearby Planets.
For a long time, Plasma was content to rush up
and down the fiery, convduted hallways making sure
her particles swept the farthest walls and fences.
Yet, when every turning became too familiar, and
the way to the barriers got old, she became dissatisfied. The creativity went out of her work and,
finally, Plasma got bored with the Sun.
"I need a new situation. Something artistic and
exciting to match my zingy temperament, " she said.
So she gathered up her dazzling train and went
up through the hot gases to the farthest light-fence.
Bright Photos, the border keeper, and beautiful
Chromos, keeper of the C.Olors, having hear-d rumours
of her dissatisfaction, came out to meet her.
"Photos, Chromos ••• you're just in time to
say goodbye. "

"Plasma, no!" exclaimed Chromos softly. Her
flame-shaped Colors gathered around her in distress.
"Let's talk it over," urged Photos, wondering
where in the cosmos Plasma wanted to go.
"Talk schmalk. It's my life, you know." Her
set face showed the throbing pulse of her nature.
Cbromos was perplexed, her glowing Colors
darkened slightly. "But why, Plasma dear? The
Sun is source for all physical life in the solar
system. We are so fortunate to share in His vast
work. " Photos even dimmed a touch, and he stood
in thought, seeking how to dissuade her •.
But Plasma was too impatient to wait. ''Photos,
charge Umbra to open the gates. I want through
your light-fence immediately."
Then the Man of Light admonished her.
"Oh, Electric One, we all have minds of our
own, yet we are limited by the laws of Cosmos.
Remember this as you go. "
In a moment, black Umbra began opentng the dark
gates in the light-fence. So powerful was Plasma's
exit, a violent storm blew up, sending her out on a
radiant blast into the sun-system. How mighty was
Plasma I Her fast moving electrons and slower ions
behind, a vast cloud of gas.
Grieving Chromos sent Plasma's maidens, the
Sun Prominences, which flew as scarlet streamers,
after her hoping to persuade her to come back. But
Plasma was swift; the Prominences couldn't catch
her and fell quickly back to the Sun.
Rushing through the sun-system, Plasma suddenly saw she had no plan beyond escape. Looking
this way and tha~ she sought a destination.
Perhaps one of those "Young Orbs"--as she
called the Planets--could accommodate her. She
spied the blue Earth floating dead ahead in the black
space-sea. Smiling, she surged forward, drawing
the deadly radiant robe of electrons and ions behind.
Apparently she wasn't thinking of the damage that
would be done by just a touch of her robe.
Maybe she simply forgot about the delicate
atmospheric defences that surround Earth.
Fortunately, the keeper of the molten iron fence
had been on watch during Plasma's exit from the Sun.
Magma had seen the dark spots on the surface where
Umbra had opened the gates, so he was ready when
Plasma came rushing toward Earth.
He spun out an invisible net, far larger than Earth
and specially magnetized. Unraveling from the geomagnetic poles, it tumbled around and through the
atmospheric fences, far beyond the _wall of Clouds,
surrounding the blue orb.
Plasma, though strong, intelligent, and
creative, could not see what was invisible.
She passed into Magma's sticky net along with
her robe of electrons and ions. How she struggled
and kicked and pulled on Magma's net ! Fiercely
excited, she began glowing green and yellow, red
and lavender. As she thrased about, her glowing rays
moved and changed shape.
Magma looked up at her display and laughed.
"Holy Cosmos ! But you can ~
!"

•
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THE STAFF OF POWER
By Flora Darling
Spring time in the Florida Keys wasn't always
the best of times. Some days were fair and mild,
others were sullen and angry; hanging hot and
breathless as the tumultrus storms blew in from
the glassy sea.
Ruby Crystal sat on the porch of her weathered
shanty and gazed out o.rer the gray waters. · She
hardly noticed the gulls wheeling and dipping by the
shore as she rubbed her arthritic knees with thin,
gnarled hands. The sun poised on the western
horizon prepared to slip from sight, its fiery
rim flared for a brief second sending a last shaft
of golden light acrcss the water before disappearing from view.
As the light faded and dusk gathered, she could
hear the homely sounds cf Lamat finish tidying up
the kitchen.
The dinner had been especially good
this day, and Lamat's company was all an old
black woman could want. Ruby Crystal knew that
Lamat had cane to visit her today to ask fer a
protection charm and she had planned the very
charm to fill her needs. She fingered the small
calico bag that lay in her lap and thought what a
small thing it was to give in return for all the kind
things Lamat had done for her in these last months.
She shifted her body in the rocker and peered at
the gathering darkness.
Something was different
about the sea tonight. There was a strange feeling
in the air that caused a sudden shiver to shake her
thin frame.
She sat very still and tuned her mind
to the interior quiet that would enable her to sense
what was hanging invisibly cif shore. Moments
passed as she held her attention rigidly to the task
of knowing.
Slowly an image formed in her mind's eye, then
in a quick rush, filled her inner vision. As the
fuzzy edges sharpened and full realization of its
nature flooded her brain, "sbe gasped and pressed
her thin body back against the rocker. She knew
what the strangeness was no.v. Death . • . • Old
man Death was moving quickly across the water.
Borne upon the gentle breeze, it rode in from the
vastness ci the sea to hang motionless over the
water, watching her every movement.
She sighed in restgnatton then composed her
mind. There was nothing fer her to fear from
death. Witches always slipped effortlessly fran
their bodies when death came courting.
But
there was still me task for her to finish before
she surrendered to his call. Lamat must be
protected from her enemy, the voodoo priestess,
Jojobl,1. She rose and bobbled painfully intothe
kitchen.
Lamat laid the dish towel aside as Ruby Crystal

entered.
She felt a wave of uneasiness wash ovet:
her. She couldn't remember the cid womanIcoking
so ill. She watched worriedly as the old black woman
lowered her body carefully to a hard backed chair.
Something was wrong. Something had happened
between the time supper was over and the kitchen
chores finished. She tried to close her lips, but
the words forming in her mind slipped rut her
mouth in a rush.
"What is it Ruby Crystal, are you feeling bad?"
"No, child. No worse than usual. Bring me a
cup of tea and sit here beside me. There ar-e a
few things I would Iiketo say."
Lamat hurried to get a cup. She filled it with
strong black tea and returned to place it carefully
on the table, then seated herself and waited expectantly. Ruby Crystal looked at her over the rim of
her cup. She saw a woman of thirty with fiery
red hair and green eyes, thin cf body and gentle
of voice with a mobile face that registered her every
thought.
What was to become of her, she thought,
when she was no longer here to protect her against
Jojobu's evil? She was untutored in the skills of
magic and wruld succanb without resistance to Jojobu.
Jojobu would attack with her voodoo spells and Lamat
would become a burned out husk of flesh withrut will.
It would then be a short step to becoming a member
of the living dead. Dead she would be, but at the
same time, undead.
One more srul would be lost
to Jojobu's evil magic, and that must be prevented
at all costs.
She smiled at Lamat.
She must not
alarm her. The best way to assure Lamat's future
freedom and well being was to pretend to her that all
was well. She sat the empty cup on the table, cleared
her throat and said:
"Child, I have been meaning to tell you that I
have been planning to take a trip to see some of my
kinfolk. I may be gone for quite awhile. " She
paused when she saw the lodt of alarm 01 Lamat's
face.
"Now don't you worry your head about me, I
feel just fine, but it bas been quite awhile since I
have visited with them and you know I'm net getting
any younger." She laughed and patted Lamat's
hand, then cmtinued in a cheerful tone.
"Now I know that Jojobu has been giving you
a bad time. She desires your husband, Aswen.
She will stop at nothing to get him, but you stand
in her way and we must make sure that we continue
to frustrate her plans. I intend totake steps to
protect you while I am gme. See this little bag?
I made a special charm for you last night and it
only needs one more thing to complete its magic.
I need three drops of your blood. Give me your
hand, II
Lamat stretched out her hand as Ruby Crystal
pulled a lmg needle from her shawl. She grimaced
in pain as the needle probed deeply in her finger.
The blood welled forth in scarlet drops. Ruby Crystal
smiled as the blood fell ento the small cloth bag she
held beneath Lamat+s finger.
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"There.
It is done. Wear this charm about
your neck and you will never have to fear the likes
of Jojobu again." She bound Lamat's wounded
finger with a bit of clean clcth and sat back in her
chair well pleased.
Later that evening after Lamat had gone, Ruby
Crystal sat at the small kitchen table with pencil
and paper. She wrote slowly, forming each word
carefully. There must be no mistake.
Each
message that she wrote must be simple and clear
if her plan was to succeed. When finished she
sealed each letter in a plain envelope and scrawled
the names on the surface. Her task done, she
hobbled out to her porch and called to one of the
urchins playing nearby.
She gave him careful
instructions as to where he was to deliver them,
then placing a silver dollar in his hand, she hurried
him off on his errand.
When the child sped out d sigh~ she laid
herself on her bed and ccmposed her skirts about
her skinny legs. She was ready now. Off shore,
·old man Death came flowing in. He slid nciselessly into the shanty and touched Ruby Crystal's
hand. Stillness enveloped the room, but she had
time for one small laugh before His darkness
descended.
Late the follo.ving morning, Jojobu rounded the
bend of shoreline and found the cave Ruby Crystal
had mentioned in her letter. If luck was with her,
she would be able to get to the staff that had been
hidden inside before Aswen would have time to
arrive. First on the scene meant that she had the
best chanced obtaining Ruby Crystal's famed
staff, and that was exactly what she intended to
do. She chuckled to herself as she waddled over
the littered beach. She entered the cave and
hurried to the back. There it was, just as the
letter had described it. Now was the time to get
herself busy, obtain the staff and become the most
powerful voodoo priestess ever known. Let Aswen
be damned, she was first on the scene and luck
was with her. She began her task. Hours later
she still labored, but her temper was frayed,
and she was no nearer her goal than when she
had first started.
Jojobu stamped her foot in anger. She had tried
ritual after ritual to break the ring of f<rce surrounding the wooden staff, so far nothing had been successful. The staff stcod upright within the circle of
shells and shark's teeth. It was unattainable-in
fact, each attempt she had mace.to retrieve it had
only urged it to glow brighter and now it thrummed
with energy.
Pulsating with greenish light the staff
withstood each d her eff<rts.
She glared at the staff then waddled away from
the circle and stood contemplating a further incantaticn. Nd that it would work, that damned Ruby
Crystal had fixed that. The old hag. No doubt at
all that she had been the most powerful witch in
these parts.
Jojobu bad seen her divert a hurricane from coming ashore at this very spot simply

by waving the same st aff that now stood before her.
She shook her fist at the circle and then walked
around it for the tenth time. Occasicnally she
reached out to test the strength of the invisible
force that resisted all her efforts to cress the
enclosure. It was no use. She strode across the
cavern and lowered her fat body down on a large
rock and looked about her. The cave wasn't large.
It's diameter was perhaps forty feet, but the
ceiling reached into the darkness far above her.
The sea's incessant nibbling at the land, plus
ground water trickling through frcm above had
hollowed rut the undergrrund space. Limestone
dissolves onder prolonged attack from water and
the same sea that carved this cpening rdled lazily
in the morning light. The beach lay exposed and
littered by seaweed and rocks, while the receding
tide reduced the once plunging surf to a gentle wash.
Gulls skimmed over the water's edge, soaring and
dipping on the fringe d the ccean breeze.
Sand pipers
ran to and fro chasing waves, now being pursued
by waves in return.
The cave was dim, lighted cnly by the glow from
the sun's rays reflecting fran the water. The splash
of the surf scanded lazy and peaceful like the beat
of a large beast's heart, but Jqjobu didn't feel peaceful. Full of rage, she pulled Ruby Crystal 1 s letter
from her pocket and skimmed the page to the mocking
words that so infuriated her.
"Aswen has the remaining key to the ritual. He
knows of your skills and will assume that I have given
the necessary incantations to you. If yru both week
together, you may break the circle of protection I
have set about my staff and gain it and its immeasurable power, that is, IF yru are clever enough ... "
Jojob!J sn<rted in contempt. Who in hell did
Ruby Crystal think she was fooling? Aswen was
an incompetent ass and if anyone was clever enough
it would be Jojobu, not that silly alchemist.
She
had watched him fool with his fancy equipment for
years, and his efforts to make the philosopher's
stone were all failures.
In fact, the only thing he
had gained for all his efforts were the permanent
chemical stains upon his fingers. "Ha," she
snorted again, 'that lazy redhaired slut he keeps
could probably do far better if she had even a
smidgeon of magical training. "
She considered Aswen 's wife, Lamat. The
skinny bitch was ccntinually in her way, frustrating all her attempts to gain him for her lover.
Lamat had resisted all the spells that she bad
sent to drive her mad, and she bad even turned
aside the little black imps of night sent to plague
her. Strange, too, the failure of the death spell.
It had had no effect on Lamat and had rebounded
to cause Jojobu hours of frantic voodoo working
to nullify it. She shock her bead in puzzlement.
Lamat knew nothing of the hidden magical arts,
and the only person on this earth more powerful
than Jojobu was Ruby Crystal, but Ruby Crystal
was dead. Suddenly a realization of a concealed,
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artful cunning revealed itself to her. That was
it. Ruby Crystal had turned the spells away,
and she had not been aware of her interference
until now.
But why would she do it? Lamat was ncihing
to her, and Aswen was only an old man puttering
about in his laberatory progressing from one
failure to gain magical powers to the next. There
had to be a reason for Ruby Crystal to bother with
other people ~s troubles.
What could the reason be?
Jojobu smiled bitterly, shock her head, and
dismissing the thoughts cl Lamat, bent her attention
to the staff once more. It stood erect and serene within the s.afety of the circle, pulsing. with a soft greenish light, and she knew that unless she could convince Aswen to give her his half of the key to the
ritual, the staff of power wwld remain forever
beymd her reach.
As Jojd>u labored to gain the staff of power,
Lamat watched Aswen lay a letter aside. It had
been delivered early that morning by one of the
urchins who frequented Ruby Crystal's home. He
reached fer his mortar and pestle.
She knew from
past experience that he would putter abwt the labShe sighed
oratory for the next several hours.
and picked up the discarded letter.
She scanned the
words, disbelief growing, and then she read the
She felt the tears rise in her eyes and
signature.
blinked them savagely away. Ruby Crystal, the
protector who stood between her and Jojobu was
dead. She felt a sci> tear at her throat, but crying
was useless. Ruby Crystal had been an old, old
woman and the time had come for her to embark
upon that last mysterious journey of all.
Lamat's fingers caressed the small calico
bag suspended from her neck. The dd black
woman had given it to her. It held a powerful
charm of protection she had told Lamat as she bad
pricked her finger with a sharp pin. She had
frightened Lamat when she muttered a spell under
her breath as the scarlet drops fell mto the little
bag and disappeared into the cloth. Then, the charm
finished to her sattstacttcn, she had fastened a silver
chain to it, and with her skinny old bands, placed
it about Lamat's neck. It had been a strange ceremony. As the blood was absorbed into the charm,
Lamat thought the room in which they had sat
became full cl tension, as if some thing fran the
black night sat upon it's haunches, and watched.
She could still hear the old woman's words echo in
her memory.
"Remember child, do not r-emwe this charm
She will never cease
until Jojobu no longer exists.
to plague you until you are dead and she has made
Aswen her own. "
Lamat wiped her eyes and rose to lean over
As wen's shoulder.
"Are you preparing the incense Ruby Crystal
said was necessary for the ritual? 11
•
She usually didn't intrude in bis work or bcther
him with unnecessary conversation, but this time
she felt she had to talk to him. She wanted to tell

him how badly she felt about the old woman's death,
how frightened she was, and ho.v fiercely she
needed him to take her in his arms and comfort
her. Instead, he answered irritably.
"Of course, do you take me for a fool? Jojobu
is probably at the cave now trying her voodoo
rituals, but she can't succeed without my help.
I'll convince her to cooperate with me and when I
lay hands upcn the staff there will be nothing I can't
acccmplish with "its power.
Now run almg and
let me work, I'll let you know when it's time
to go. 11
He paused and waited patiently for her to go.
Lamat rose without protesting and went out the
door, closing it softly behind her. He watched
her leave. She was a good woman, he thought.
He was more than twice her age, but she didn't
seem to notice. Their love making was still
intense enough to turn his body to jelly. She was
a fierce performer in bed and continually surprised him with the easy way she arwsed his
passion.
He grinned smugly. There was no doubt
about her love for him and she need never kno.v how
he had arranged her brother's· death so she, being
left alone in the world, would be forced to accept
his offer cl marriage.
He giggled to himself softly.
She had believed him when he had told her that
Jojobu was responsible for her brother's gruesome
death. She had never suspected that he, Aswen,
had poisoned him with an unknown herb that had
shrivelled his strong body to the size of a small
mummy before he had finally died. No, she need
never know how she had been deceived.
He laughed
and reached for mere ingredients, dumped them
into the mortar and ground them furiously as a pungent
aromatic scent began to fill the rmm.
Lamat sat on the beach watching the clouds scud
in from the sea. She had never seen such strange
shapes as they were forming tcx:iay. Dragon shapes
yawned at each other, followed close behind by man
forms, now befcre her outlined in glittering silver,
then gone as the wind grabbed them and rolled them
to fermless globs. One particular cloud, blacker
that the rest, fascinated her as it gathered itself
into a huge fist and drew back as if to hammer the
very land upm which she sat.
She shivered in the cool breeze;
It was becoming
chilly. She was wcnder ing how long Aswen wwld wcrk
when she saw him coming down the path toward her.
He was in a hurry and strode silently past her,
waving for her to follCM". She hurried to catch up.
A half hour's walk found them rounding a bend
of shore line and soon she could see the cave before
them. Small rocks and dead seaweed littered the
approach.
The wind was becoming cooler as it blew
landward from the sea, forcing Lamat to clutch
her sweater close about her thin shoulders.
She
grimaced in distaste as she clambered over the
slimy rocks.
Aswen was burring to gain the
shelter of the cave and didn 't notice that the beach
was crowded with crabs.
They scuttled from the
sea's edge ignoring the harassment from gulls
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swooping to peck at them as they made their way
inland. Lamat thought they were heading for the
same cave themselves.
She thought that was·
strange, but she dismissed them from her mind
as she and Aswen entered the cave's morth and she
spied Jojobu.
Lamat's hatred and fear surged to the surface of
her. mind. How could Aswen have anything to do
with her? Fat and black, swaddled in a garish red
Kaftan, bare feet planted firmly in the sand, Jojcbu
stood with arms upflung, chanting gibberish in a
sing-scng voice. Her attention was focused on a
tall wooden staff thrust upright within a circle.
The surge of the receding surf echoed within the
cavern, lending an eerie melodic sound to the ·
strange scene before them. Lamat hung back as
Aswen hurried to Jojobu.
"So, you've come, "the black woman said as
she lowered her arms to her sides.
"Indeed, my dear."
Aswen replied in a honeyed
voice.
"You know as well as I that neither you nor
I alme can breach the circle protecting the staff.
Without this incense, your incantation to negate the
staff's defensive forces will surely fail. Come now,
let us put our personal interests aside and work
together. We can both use the staff and be equal
partners.
What do you say, shall we join forces?"
He pulled the small vial of incense from his shirt
pocket and h~ld it befcre tier.
Jojobu eyed Aswen as she listened.
She saw
before her a small man, medium of stature, slight
of build, gray as a morse ts whiskers and just as
nervous.
His nose twitching in eagerness, he held
the small vial in his slender hands, smiling.
Alchemist, faugh ! Why in the world had she
ever desired him? He was old and weak. His
pale sheep's face glistened with a sheen of nervous
sweat, and hiding in the gloom behind him was his
skinny, green eyed slut. Why had she come? She
could feel Lamat's hatred filling the air. She
smiled lazily, her ivory teeth flashing in her dark
face and then replied in a low, rich voice.
"Perhaps you are right, but has it occurred to
you that Ruby Crystal may not have had the means
to pass on her staff and the demon that it enslaves?
You are a greedy little man and I, I am greedy, too.
We both tried many times to wcrm our way into her
confidence, little the gocx:I it did either of us. You
brocx:ledover each of her rejections.
Remember
the last time she laughed at you? Ya.i took to your
bed for a week. Another failure- will finish ya.i, so
give me the vial and begcne; take your lanky whore
with you. 11
Lamat listened to Jojcbu 's words with rising
anger, her fear was now completely gone. It was
strange but now she felt strong and almost invincible in the presence of her enemy. No longer
would she cringe at the sight of the fat, black
woman. She would have her revenge upon the
witch. She looked abort her for a weapm, _anything would do to crush her hateful black face.
She heard As wen chuckle and stopped.
Why hurry?

She could take her time. Revenge corld wait at
least until he had gained possession of the staff,
and revenge is a dish that tastes better when it
is cold. She retreated farther back almost to
the cave's entrance and sat down on a rock to wait.
She would watch and see what happened.
Aswen felt the laugh roll out his mouth before
he could stop it. He was dismayed. He had no
desire to anger the fat woman. He smoothed the
laugh lines from his face with an effcrt, and replied
in what he hoped was a soothing voice.
"Surely yru jest, woman.
We both know our
combined efforts must be used to gain the staff. I
see your footprints all around, have you tried to
break the circle?" Jojobu nodded.
"Yes, many times, but it fails to yield to my
efforts. Suppose you try. Go on, apprc:ech it and
see what we are up against. 11 She waved invitingly
to the circle as she stepped back to make room for
him.
Aswen walked fcrward to tile circle and reached
out his hand for the staff. A pulsating wall of energy
repelled him as if a large hand had forcefully shoved
him backwards.
He was unable to cross the barrier.
Frustraticn.filled him with a mounting anger. He
approached once more and this time tried to hurl
himself bcx:lily across the line, but it was no use.
Each attempt was thwarted with increasing force.
His last try exhausted him and he, fell limply to his
knees beside Jojobu's feet. The words burned his
throat as he spoke, but he was defeated and he
knew it. He needed her. The forces were too strong
for either of them alone.
"You win. Help me to my feet and let's do it
properly. I have the incense, you have the words.
Let us begin the ceremony and be done with it. "
The black woman grinned maliciously, then
taking Aswen 's hand she pulled him to his feet.
"Very well, let's clear a space in the sand.
That rcx:k will make a good altar.
Help me get it
into position here. " She squatted and smoothed
a wide space in the soft sand, then .sne and Aswen
lifted the rock and placed it gently into positim
before the circle.
"So it is done, " she grunted. "No.v my gocx:I
man, pour ywr incense and let me get started. "
She watched impatiently as Aswen removed the
stopper from the vial and dumped the ccntents upon
the surface of the stone. He searched his pockets
for a momnet, found a packet d matches, lighted
one and touched it to the chemicals. Jojobu walked
forward to the _altar and raised her fat arms above
her head as the strange fragrance began to fill the
cavern.
Aswen stepped to her side and she began
the ceremony.
The sound of her voice rose and
fell, the words rolled forth sonorcas and heavy as
she spdte the magical phrases.
A moment passed
and then the space within the circle began to thicken
with a greasy smoke. Aswen began to tremble.
Lamat began to feel uneasy as the words of the
fat woman rolled through the smoky incense. She
felt the skin at the back d her neck begin to prickle
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as she felt herself succumbing to the sinuous chant.
She began to weave back and forth as the incantation
rose and fell. It was then that she felt something
scuttle across her feet. She looked down then
hastily drew them under her. Below her seat a
number of crabs crawled clumsily toward the
couple engrossed in the ceremony, their numbers
increasing as the chant rolled on and on. The air
was becoming close from the cloying odor of incense
making it difficult for her to breathe.
The smoky
fragrance stung her eyes and made them water
furiously.
She rubbed them and peered at the circle
where Aswen and Jojobu worked their magic. At
first she could see little through her teary eyes and
then dimly she saw a form begin to take shape within the circle and materialize.
Lamat was horrified.
Forgotten was the sting cf the smdce, forgotten the
iumbering crabs, and forgotten was her hatred of
Jojobu as she tilted her head back on her shoulders
and stared up at the solidifying figure.
The figure was huge and vaguely resembled a
man's form, but it's head was the head of a cr octdile. A Ieng heavy tail covered with steel gray
scales whipped about its legs, and its hands and
feet were clawed with yellow talons. In one hand
it held a thin, golden chain. At the cppostte end
of the chain was fastened an aged black woman with
a glowing collar about her neck that glittered in the
dim light.
Lamat stared awestruck, then recognition blazed
within her mind as her blood slowed in shock.
"Ruby Crystal I" Lamat shrieked in horror and
cowered back as the demon flicked a glance at her
before fastening its smoldering red eyes upon
Jojobu and Aswen who stood quaking before it.
"Who dares to call Bapohetazel?"
It spoke in
a thunderous voice.
Aswen felt terrcr expand within his brain to an
unbearable, white hot, intensity, then he mercifully
fainted and dropped across Jojobu 's feet. who contemptuously kicked him in the face. She was frightened, but so was Jojobu. Demons she had met
before and they had always yielded to her commands.
Therefore, there was no reason for her to think
that this demon was any different. Assuredly this
was no place for a fool or coward to be, and knowing
that, she gathered her courage and replied, "I,
Jojobu, command you. Give me the staff and then
depart."
Silence fell and the minutes dragged painfully by.
The demon considered her words a moment as it
fiddled with the golden chain attached to the shade of
Ruby Crystal.
"Oh, you mean this?" The demon replied and
slapped the staff of power with its scaly tail, grinning
a toothy smile all the white,
Jojobu saw the staff fly over her head and disappear into the darkness behind her. She shouted
in anger and began a chant to force the demon to
depart.
Sweat rolled down her face when she paused and
saw the demm grinning at her with its sharp teeth.

The saliva drooled fran its mouth as she redwbled
her efforts, but soon her voice faltered and trailed
away. The demon was still there. It looked at
her fondly as it said to the dd black woman fastened
to the golden chain, "You have kept your part of
our bargain, Ruby Crystal. I find the sacrifices
you have provided, acceptable. Our agreement
is ended and you are free to go. "
Larnat watched fearfully as the form of Ruby
Crystal began to fade, then the demon leaned leisurely ·over the confining circle, snapped Jojobu
up in its mouth, and began to chew. Blood flo.ved
from its jaws, splattering the coarse sand and
splashing over the body cf Aswen now hidden underneath a hoard of voracious crabs. Lamat screamed
in terror and reached for the staff that had fallen
at her feet. She snatched it up in her trembling
hands and ran blindly to Aswen's body. She forgot
her fear as she began to beat the crabs away from
him with the help of the staff. Aswen began to moan
and stir. She reached do.vn and grabbed him by his
shirt then tried to pull him to his feet, but the demm
wiggled a claw in the air and Lamat found that it
was impossible for her to move. Her feet were
held fast in the bloody sand and her muscles refused
to obey her mind's frantic commands.
She was
caught fast in an icy stillness and forced to watch as
the demon casually picked its teeth, then it pulled
the shrilly screaming Aswen into the circle with
its powerful tail, and crushed him beneath a taloned
foot.
Silence closed thickly around where Lamat stood.
The only sounds within the cavern were the ones made
by the demon as it chewed and swallo.ved, then chewed
again. Eternity paused as the demon finished its
gory meal. Lamat stood, a frozen fleshly statue,
as the crabs scuttled about the bloody sand searching
for bits of meat. Outside the gulls screamed at the
advance of the returning tide that marched relentlessly toward the empty beach.
Lamat waited in dispair.
All that was left for
her now was her turn in the demon's jaws. Her
heart slowed and faltered several beats as her blood
congealed in helpless fear.
Bapohetezel regarded her with a glint of amusement in his red eyes. He yawned and stretched,
then slowly began to dematerialize.
Lamat fwnd
that she could move once again. She clutched the
staff in her cold hand and ran rapidly toward the
cavern's entrance.
Her feet pounded over the sandy
surface and seconds later she plunged through the
cave's mouth, but she halted when she heard the
mocking voice of the demon behind her. She turned
slowly and peered into the dim recesses of the
cavern while she listened.
"Remember, Lamat. I will serve yw faithfully,
but when your time on earth is over, I will require
two sacrifices ••. "

•
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He touched a button on the board and the elevator stopped. The emergency button? She wondered, a little fearful.
"Do you need assistance?" the computer voice
asked.
FUTILE KICKS
"I meant to push the 8 7th floor, but I pushed
by Kathy Bolan
the 86th, " he explajned,
"A wrong button. You must descend to the
All during the helicopter trip, Kaye seemed
mesmerized by the ground patterns. Green rectangles 25th floor before ascending. "
of gentlemen farmers's plots, little sprinklings
He looked at Kaye :apologetically, shrugged and
of villages, clusters of suburban developments,
smiled. She· blushed. Her well scrubbed face and
congested city blocks. But all the time she was
open eyes revealed everything. The elevator
debating whether or not to ditch Joseph, her pilot
continued down.
and protector.
"Going to the doctor's?" be asked.
"Quiet today, " he said.
She nodded, her hand a little uneasy on her
"Yes."
greatly swollen abdomen. Even under the double
He waited for a better answer.
thick brown cloth coat, she could feel kicking hard
"Lot of kicking going on, "she said.
enough to je.rk her hand.
He nodded, satisfied.
"Your first?" he asked,
He was more than her protector, she thought.
"Yes."
He was her prober, inquisitor, thought detector.
"Boy or girl?"
Now she was definitely going to ditch him. She
She hesitated. "Boy." This time she was
relaxed and until the trip's end, let the noiseless
apologetic,
helicopter with its wrap-aro.md windowsgive her the
The elevator stopped again and two men entered,
illusion of flooting through air on a cushioned chair.
holding hands. They were both striking, and although
As soon as they landed on the rooftop of the
one was light and the other dark, they looked alike.
Medical Building, Kaye bailed out as quietly as her
They had similar builds, and their grooming and
condition allowed and waved Joseph away.
clothing reflected the same taste. They looked
intently into each other's eyes. At first they made
"Mrs. Cropp," he called to her. "Your husband
told me to take you all the way to the doctor's office."
her feel safer, but as they claimed a corner of
The silent blades had not yet come to a stop since the
the elevator as their territory, leaving her to the
aircraft had to be parked.
mercies of the handsome one--as she began to
think of him--fear crept back.
"It's too cold to stand here and talk, " Kaye
"A boy." He continued the conversation. ·
said. A feeble excuse, she thought, padding along
"An accident," she retorted, regretting it at
to the elevator door. The elevator was waiting,
once. She knew she owed him no explanation.
so she didn't have to worry about Joseph catching
He sighed. "It won't be easy for the little guy."
up with her. She pushed the button to the 25th
His sympathy mirrored her deepest concerns. She
floor.
smiled at him. He smiled back and her heart
Thank God, I'm free of him, she thought. He's
raced.
smothering me. I want to kick him. Or at least
At the 65th floor the elevator stopped again and
kick free. Besides, I'm only going to be alone for
the lovers left. Their perfume lingered for another
seventy-five floors. It won't be a long trip, that's
floor. Then three men got on. One larger than
for sure.
the next. For a moment she thought of getting
The elevator stopped. A little gasp of panic
escaped her throat. She hadn't anticipated stops.
off, but she wasn't sure she'd be any safer on a
floor.
Through the glass doors she saw a man waiting.
"A lady in waiting," the largest one said.
Handsome, well-dressed and groomed, affluent.
She should have gotten off.
No more than thirty. Nothing to fear.
"It's a girl, right?" Mr. Tough Guy with too
The doors opened. He entered and, yes, he was
handsome. More handsome now than through the glass. much make-up said.
She'd already told the handsome one it was a
She especially liked his hair. Soft and wavy. A good
perm, she thought. The kind I'd get myself if women boy. Perhaps he'd be kind and not say anything.
"It's a girl," she said,
didn't look silly in them.
"It better be a girl, " Mr. Tough Guy shot back.
He stood next to her, and she felt energy
"Leave her alone, Ed," the largest one said,
emanating from his determined face, off the cool
giving Ed a kick. "Can't you see you' re not her type?"
silk of his suit, out of the black sapphire ring
on his hand. My type, she thought. Definitely
Meanwhile the smallest of the three had surreptitiously moved beside her and was picking
my type.
She made the slight gesture of tucking some
imaginary lint off her coat. She felt her skin contract
and the life inside her contract, as if she were
wandering strands of hair into her cap. The man
going to fold up like an umbrella. Suddenly the overlooked at her and immediately she felt ashamed
whelming odor of these men, their musky colognes
of calling attention to herself.
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vaguely covering more blatantly sensual smells,
began to nauseate her.
The lint picker put his arm around her. "Steady
now, you look faint. 11

ized it wouldn't be easy for him to find someone else.
So either he spoke defensively, or Joseph was

lying.

"Mr. Cropp will be very angry." Joseph reminded her.
Her eyes closed as she tried to get a hold of
"You're not to tell him. 11
herseJI.
11
"I have to."
"She's going to the doctor's, she heard the
handsome one say. "I'm taking her." He deftly
"If you want to keep your job, Joseph. you and
I have to be able to get along. 11
fended off the lint picker and pushed her toward the
Joseph would not be intimidated. "I' il let it go
glass doors.
this time, but you must never run away from me
The elevator stopped. Kaye opened her eyes to
again."
see 2 5 light up on the board. She somehow managed
to move through the doors smoothly, thanks to her
"I thought in my condition ••• "
handsome friend's shiftings. They stood in the
"Your condition can be very attractive, Mrs.
hallway and she heard the elevator doors click
Cropp," Joseph said firmly.
behind her. Relief filled her up like sweet milk.
In the doctor's office, Joseph took off her coat
"Thank you, " she said.
and gave her name to the receptionist. She sat
"You're lovely. 11 He touched her cheek.
her swollen body down. After a few minutes of
She was 'shccked,
fantasizing about the man in the elevator, the
"Don't worry. I won't hurt you," he said.
exhileration of the experience, the danger--her
He noticed the solid gold clasp which secured her
husband's face began intruding on her thoughts.
coat. "I have money. Maybenot as much as
She picked up the latest issue of Mother's Magazine.
you're used to, but I could love you like you've
A round-faced baby with a pink bonnet was on the
never been loved before. "
cover. Inside there were mainly pictures of babies
She became rigid. Her swollen legs planted
in blue, maternity fashions--articles she did not
like trees in her brown pumps.
care to see.
"Don't be afraid," he whispered, pushing her
Finally she picked up an old news magazine and
cap up beyond her ear.
began reading about population and pregnancy.
"Please don't. " she whimpered.
He put his hand underneath her cap to feel her
Since sperm filters have been internatiorial.ly outhair.
lawed so that couples no longer have a choice as to
"Please. Leave me alone. I'm in no condition ••• " their child's sex, the U .s. population will have a
"You're in wonderful condition. 11 He pushed off
chance to develop a better sexual balance than its
_current
100+ men to every womans as will the world
her~ap.
population which has an even more divergent ratio,
It's taken me so long to get pregnant. So
due to the many countries that value a male ch-ild
many miscarriages. " She hated herself for reveal- over a female.
ing so much, but she felt as if his hands were on her
throat instead of her hair. "Now my age is against
No new developments reported here. she thought;
me. " She continued her defense. "F<rty-five. "
it's boring, and skipped to another section.
"You're the perfect age," he said, wrapping her
Womenin the last century outnumbered and outlived
in his arms.
men. After sexual selection of' the fetus, which reA flurry of kicking began inside her. "Please,
sulted in th• birth ot fewer females, womencould be
let me go, " she begged.
particular
in their choice ot men. As the shortage
He silenced her with a kiss so tender the kicking ot womenbecmae more acute, men were forced to choose
stopped, and she fainted.
lifestyles other than marriage. Homosexuality, alWhen the grogginess left, she.realized she
ways an alternative, has become commonplace, while
was in the arms of Joseph. His face vacillated bet- the resurgence of eunuchs came about because of the
necessity for married men to have their wives proween concern and anger.
tected.
"What • • • what happened?" she asked.
"You're all right, I thought I'd wait until you
came to instead of car-rying you into the doctor's
Kaye looked at Joseph for a second. or course,
office."
she thought, if he'd chosen a monastic life, things
She half nodded. I'm too big to carry, she·
wouldn't be much different. Except monks have the
thought. That 's why you waited.
ability to yield to temptation and he doesn't.
"Can you get up1' Joseph asked her.
She sighed. She felt responsible. A collective
"Yes;" He helped her to her feet. "Was there
guilt, she supposed. She also felt resentful because
a man with me when you found me ? "
Joseph's job made him more intimate than her
''I drove him off, 11
husband. Intimate. Yes, Joseph was her intimate,
"Did he say anything?"
11
but she was his inmate,
"He said he'd have to look for someone else.
Back to the article, Kaye thought, and skimmed
Kaye was insulted. But then she laughed, at
it until she foundthe only section that interested her.
herself and the whole adventure. Then she real-
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~he pressure on the small population of fertile women
to bear female children, when statistically more males
are conceiveds the pressure from aggressive men looking for mates, which has made the abduction of women
an escalating crime1 these pressures have created a
new pressures an anxiety level in women that makes
procreation difficult and in some cases impossible.
Perhaps this is the most frightening consequence of
the past century of fetal sex selection.
"Mrs. Cropp. " the receptionist said in his rich
baritone. making Kaye feel she were part of a tragic
opera. 'The doctor will see you. "
She entered the examining room. put on a white
smock and waited.
"And how are we today. Mrs. Cropp?"
"Fine, doctor." She supposed that was true.
"How are those twin boys?"
"Kicking like crazy."
e
ONE THOUGHTFOR CHRISTMAS
By the Editors a Mythellany- our farewell gift to you.
Once upon a time there lived a little boy named
Harry who thought he had a lot of problems.
Harry thought his ears stuck out too far. He
thought his cheeks were too fat. He thought he
was too short. He thought hi'B older brother Steven
and his even older sister Elizabeth hated him.
Sometimes he even thought his Manmy and Daddy
didn't like him very much.
In fact Harry thought he had so many problems
that one day he actually thought of running away
from home. This was a very silly idea. For one
thing. it was the worst time of year to think about
running away. It was cold wtside; there was sno.v
covering everything.
But what really made the idea of running away
really stupid was that Christmas was caning- and no one runs away from Christmas I
Yet Harry thought things were so bad that when
his Mommy and Daddy finished decorating the
family's Christmas tree. all Harry could say
was:
"Yuck. that tree has pointy leaves that hurt."
And all he thought he heard his M:>mmy say
was:
"Harry. don't you touch the red glass balls on
tbe tree. because you'11 break them I"
So one night when everyone else had gone to
sleep. Harry went to his clceet and got his yellow
coat. He found his white mittens and blue hat and
brown shoes. He put everything on. Then he pulled
on his boots and quietly walked downstairs and
opened the door.
Outside, it was cold and quiet. Snow was everywhere. The round, shining moon sho.ved white heaps
and towers where there were once cars and trees.
Without a noise. Harry closed the door. Then
he took his first step outside. Then he took another
step. leaving behind new foctprints in the snow.
"I'll show them." he thought.

Soon there was a single trail of footprints going
across the snow. Footprints went down the walk.
Footprints went across the street. Footprints went
by house after house until the trail Harry made
went across two fields, me creek. one fence, two
stone walls, and then into a big, dark fcrest.
Just as Harry stepped under the first trees of
the weeds, he stopped. He had been walking so hard
and fast (he was proud of all the footprints he
was making by run.ning away). he had forgctten one
important thing: Wnere was he g<ing?
No sooner had he thought that. when anc:ther
question came: Where was he?
While he was standi.ng there thinking about
these two questions. a bad thing happened. The
north wind started to blow. In a short time it
blew snow and ice everywhere. covering Harry's
trail of footprints. Soby the time Harry made up
his mind to leave the forest and go where he could
get someshot chocolate. it was too late. Right at
the edge of the woods where the trees didn't stop
the wind from blowing. his trail of steps had
disappeared!
Everywhere he looked. everything looked exactly
the same: white! He didn't kno.¥ here togo. And the
wind was very cold. So he went back in among the
trees where it didn't blow so hard. This was some
help. But it is cold in winter. especially at night
when the mom shines brightly.
Then Harry jumped.
"Wnat's that noise?" he shouted.
"Howl. yeoooowwwl. "
"A dog?" Harry guessed.
"Yeeeeeeeeoooooowwwll." came the sound again,
only closer.
"Oh no. a wolf! What can I do?" Harry asked.
But he was on his o.vn. so no one could give him an
answer.
Then he had an idea: "W,">lves can't climb trees.
so I '11 go up one of these trees I"
_ Harry looked around. There were many trees,
some tall and bare with thin fingers reaching up into
the black sky. Others still had their leaves. These
were so heavy with snow that their bottan branches
bent down to the ground.
He looked up at the pine tree over him. But when
he started to clim'J it. the snow on the branches fell
on his head and down his back. There was so much
snow coming down. he couldn't go up.
"Well. there are other trees in this wocds;"
he thought. "I can find a better one to climb. "
So he ran out to lock.
"Hooowwwll. yeeeeooooowl, " came the wolf
Harry ran faster. The trees were getting bigger.
but their limbs were either too high or filled with
snow. He wanted to find an evergreen tree with
branches near the ground which he could climb like
a ladder.
"Howl, yeowl, snarl, " came the wolf.
Harry looked behind him as he ran. "Are
those black shapes I see?" be hollered as he ran
very fast.
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"Yeowl, snarl, snap," said the wolf.
Harry looked behind again. "Are these red eyes
I see?" he yelled, running even faster.
"YeowI, snarl, snip, snap," said the wolf.
"Are those white teeth I see.?" screamed Harry,
and just when he thought the red-eyed wolf was
going to get him, a tree branch grabbed at his coet
and up went Harry into the limbs of a big tree.
Looking down, he saw he was high and safe from
the wild animal below.
All the
"What a lucky escape!" thought Harry.
wolf could do was to snuffle and shiver in the cold
snow underneath Harry. He was hungry, and seeing
the boy was safely abcve reach, he went far away,
never to be heard from again.
"What kind of tree is this?" Harry thought.
"It must be very special."
Abcwe and beside him,
the green tree limbs were hung with gold, blue, and
silver balls. A bright red light was shining all
around.
Perhaps he could have figured out what the tree
was, but by now he was very hungry himself, and
very, very tired.
He looked around for a comfortable niche ammg
the branches. Up higq, Harry thcught he saw something that looked like a flat branch wide enough to
lay down en,
So up he climbed. But it wasn't· a flat branch, it
was actually a little bed with a blanket, white sheets,
and a pillo.v decorated with holly leaves stitched in
red and green thread.
"Wow, neat, " Harry said. And jumped on the
bed. Then he stretched cut to go to sleep. But everyttme he was just about ready to dream, his stomach
would wake him with a funny ncise like this:"Grrrrrrr."
So Harry thought to himself, "I need something to
eat."
Just then, his eyes looked at a branch high above.
"ls that a candy cane?" Harry asked. He jumped out
of bed and went climbing again. Up and up he went.
Then he saw i, by some red glass balls- -net one,
but two candy canes, and three chocdate bars wrapped
in gold foil.
"That looks good, " he said. Then he unwrapped
the foil and ate the chocolate first.
He finished by
eating the candy canes.
Then he said, "I'm cold. "
If Harry would have been thinking, he would have
realized that a Christmas tree is still a tree.
It
lives in the outside. The only time a tree gets warm
is when aoneone brings it into a house. And this
Christmas tree, although very special, still lived in
a forest where it was winter.
But Harry didn't think of that. If fact, he didn't
know what to think. He knew now that Christmas
trees weren't so bad after all. And running away
hadn't been such a gocrl idea.
There was only one thought left in Harry's head.
"l want my Mommy and Daddy," he said.
With a sigh, he looked through the branches up
into the night sky. The mom was not there, but.
something glowed with a warm red light at the top
of the tree.

Seeing that the light was warm, he star ted to climb
up. Higher and higher he went. And as he climbed,
the branches got smaller and smaller. Still he did
·not reach the top.
Up and up he climbed. Then he saw it. Perched
on the topmost limb pointing to the sky, was a thing
with two gold wings, and long, shiny red hair which
.fell down on a beautiful white robe. It was an angel,
and her light was warm.
The light was so bright, Harry clcsed his eyes.
The cold was gone. He became very sleepy. Suddenly,
he was asleep--not something a boy should do high
up in a tree!
So the angel came down and wrapped her soft
wings around the l+ttle b~ so he wouldn't fall. Then
up into the night sky she flew. She carried him high
over the forest, and far above two stone walls, one
fence, one creek, and two fields.
She and Harry flew over many houses, until they
came to one special house. Quietly she went inside
and laid Harry in his own bed.
Wnen Harry woke in the morning, he was surprised that he was wearing his yellow coat, blue
hat, white mittens and boots. So he took off all
that stuff and rushed downstairs.
There was the Christmas tree with all the red
glass balls Mom had put on it. But now there were
new things to see. Under the bottom branches were
gifts wrapped in beautiful gdd foil. A card on one
of the big ones said: "To Harry, from Mommy, with
Love," Another present had on it: "To Harry, from
Daddy, with much Love. " And the biggest present
of all was fran Steven and Elizabeth.
But at the top of the tree was something he had
seen sanewhere before. It had two gold wings, and
long, red hair which fell over a beautiful white robe.
Then one more thought came into Harry's head,
the same head which had ears sticking cut and cheeks
that were too fat. And that thought was:
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU!
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